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Foreword

No market in the world is as impressive not only in size but also in uncertainty about its future perspectives as China. For example, economic growth has slowed down in the past years but is still high compared
with that in other regions. Are we going to see those rates stabilizing at levels close to today’s rates, or will
the next 20 years be shaped by a totally different economic situation in China? The gap between different
possible economic future scenarios is extremely large, reflecting the tremendous insecurity in the market.
But not only the economic situation is an important pace-setter for the mobility market of the future:
Environmental regulation and other regulatory policy for transportation have the potential to either further
promote strong growth in the car market or hinder it. At the moment, we observe mixed signals, with
some cities strongly regulating the mobility market and others still pondering such measures. The way
public transport systems in urban areas will be promoted in the future will also have a tremendous impact
on the way the Chinese mobility market will look in 2030.
All of these factors are much less certain than they usually are in most other large markets. The combination of high uncertainty and market size make China an ideal candidate for creating scenarios on the
future of the mobility market. Doing so helps us build a spectrum of different possible development
perspectives and thus enables decisionmakers in mobility companies active in the Chinese market to
prepare for a variety of possible future developments.

Dr. Markus Schramm						
BMW Group, Senior Vice President				
Corporate Planning and Product Strategy
Member, ifmo Board of Trustees

Dr. Irene Feige
ifmo, Head of the Institute
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Preface
About This Document
The future of mobility in China is important to decisionmakers. Without some ideas about how and how much
the Chinese population will travel in the future, it is difficult to know whether infrastructure will be adequate,
whether cars will continue to rise in popularity, and whether policies are needed to manage automobility.
Instead of trying to predict these situations, or extrapolate from existing trends, the research team on the
project reported here used a scenario approach to develop two distinct alternative futures for the country. Data
were based on expert opinions about the long-term future in four areas: demographics, economics, energy, and
transportation supply and constraints.
The Institute for Mobility Research, known by its German abbreviation ifmo, sponsored the research reported
here. ifmo has conducted several scenario exercises for Germany and previously engaged RAND to execute a
scenario study for the United States (Zmud, Ecola, et al., 2013). The results of this similar study for China should
be of interest to policy- and decisionmakers concerned with the long-term future of transportation.
In terms of related work, RAND and ifmo also recently published a report, The Future of Driving in Developing

Countries (Ecola et al., 2014), that looks at long-term motorization trends in four developing countries, making
predictions based on a variety of possible futures combined with the experiences of developed countries. For the
Transportation Research Board, RAND has conducted three other long-term strategic studies, looking at options
for adopting alternatively fueled vehicles (Sorensen et al., 2014), incorporating new technologies into the
transportation system (Popper et al., 2013), and evaluating the impact that sociodemographic changes can have
on travel demand (Zmud, Barabba, et al., 2014).
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The RAND Transportation, Space, and Technology Program
The research reported here was conducted in the RAND Transportation, Space, and Technology Program,
which addresses topics relating to transportation systems, space exploration, information and telecommunication technologies, nano- and biotechnologies, and other aspects of science and technology
policy. Program research is supported by government agencies, foundations, and the private sector.
This program is part of RAND Justice, Infrastructure, and Environment, a division of the RAND Corporation
dedicated to improving policy and decisionmaking in a wide range of policy domains, including civil and
criminal justice, infrastructure protection and homeland security, transportation and energy policy, and
environmental and natural resource policy.
Questions or comments about this report should be sent to the project leader, Liisa Ecola
(Liisa_Ecola@rand.org). For more information about the Transportation, Space, and Technology
Program, see http://www.rand.org/transportation or contact the director at tst@rand.org.

The Institute for Mobility Research
The Institute for Mobility Research is a research facility of the BMW Group. It deals with future developments
and challenges relating to mobility across all modes of transport, with automobility being only one
aspect among many. Taking on an international perspective, ifmo’s activities focus on social science and
sociopolitical, economic, and ecological issues, and they extend to cultural questions related to the key
challenges facing the future of mobility. The work of the institute is supported by an interdisciplinary
board of renowned scientists and scholars and by representatives of the BMW Group, Deutsche Bahn,
Lufthansa, MAN Truck and Bus, Siemens, and the World Bank.
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Summary
Research Question
What might we expect for the future of mobility in China in 2030? Responses to this question will help transportation decisionmakers in China—national, provincial, and local officials—and the private sector better prepare
for the future. Long-range transportation planning involves many difficult choices, especially in an era of
constrained resources. Which modes of transportation should be prioritized? Which investments should be
funded? How will the pace of economic growth affect auto manufacturing and purchasing? How will economic and
demographic changes affect long-distance travel? These questions are hard to answer, particularly because transportation decisionmakers must make decisions with a time horizon that extends 30 to 50 years into the future.
Although the country’s mobility (how people travel from point to point) will be considerably different in 2030 from
what it is today, figuring out how it will be different is a significant challenge. Some changes happen slowly, while
others can take place relatively quickly. Demographic change happens relatively slowly, although the trend in
China points toward rapidly slowing population growth rates and an aging population structure. Investments that
change travel patterns can happen quickly; China went from no high-speed rail less than a decade ago to the
world’s most extensive network today. Both types of changes can dramatically affect travel demand.
Answers to our research question cannot be reliably addressed through straight-line trend analysis or improved
travel demand forecast models. These approaches are lacking because the data and information needed to
support long-term thinking about the future of mobility are uncertain, incomplete, evolving, or conflicting.
Instead, we have applied scenario techniques, which are increasingly used to deal with the opportunities and
risks associated with complex, long-term issues. As we look to 2030, multiple mobility futures are possible.
The relationship between today’s situation and a long-term future outcome is not linear. It is not even relevant
to study the two points in time—now and then. It takes a systematic process of identifying possible, plausible
futures and then understanding the paths leading to those alternative futures.
Our study, which was the result of collaboration between RAND and the Institute for Mobility Research (ifmo),
focused on long-term scenarios for passenger travel, including travel by car, transit,1 domestic air, and intercity
rail. Long-term scenarios in this area are multilayered and complex, influenced by demographics, economics,
energy, and transportation supply and constraints. How these forces play out over the next 15 years will
depend on whether and how decisionmakers sort out and address current and upcoming challenges. Although
we cannot know these outcomes in advance, we can apply scenario planning to develop plausible mobility
futures that can be used to anticipate and prepare for change.

1

Transit refers to all modes of intracity public transportation, including heavy rail, light rail, and bus service.
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Methodology
To develop alternative scenarios of the future of mobility, we applied a process that combined expert opinion
gathered in workshops, cross-impact analysis, consistency analysis, and cluster analysis. The study began with
identifying four influencing areas and descriptors (variables of interest) within each area. Then RAND and ifmo
staff convened four workshops, one for each influencing area: demographics, economics, energy, and transportation supply and constraints.
Six to eight subject-matter experts from government, academia, nonprofit organizations, and consulting firms
were involved in each workshop, for a total of 28 people who brought considerable substantive experience in a
variety of fields and disciplines. At each workshop, experts were asked to make projections for each descriptor
for 2030, along with their assumptions regarding the projections and their qualitative estimates of their
impact on mobility. Where there was little uncertainty and high consensus, the group identified only one
projection per descriptor. Otherwise, two or three alternative projections surfaced.
We subjected the descriptors and projections to a cross-impact analysis and consistency analysis to identify
relationships between the descriptors. We then put these into a computer support system, which used cluster
analysis to group them into distinct scenario frameworks. This produced two scenarios: the Great Reset and
Slowing but Growing. We developed the resulting scenario narratives based on the assumptions and projections
that surfaced during the expert workshops. Given the importance of economic growth in each scenario,
economists—both workshop experts and other RAND experts on China—vetted the economic framework for each.

The Scenarios
The scenarios provide two distinct perspectives on the future of mobility in China in 2030. Each future
represents a particular trajectory to arrive at the outcome. The pace of economic growth is a major driver in
both scenarios, as are environmental conditions and constraints on vehicle ownership and driving. This section
provides a synopsis of each scenario.
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Scenario 1: The Great Reset

In 2030, China has moved closer to the ranks of developed countries.
It successfully weathered what might have been a fairly severe
economic crisis through policies that introduced some measure of
market-based reform and reduced reliance on personal connections
in the economy. Although economic growth has slowed from previous
high levels to a more modest average of 6 to 7 percent annually, it did
so gradually and without major disruptions. Vehicle ownership continued
to grow strongly, with about 240 vehicles per 1,000 people by 2030,
even as more and more cities adopted constraints on driving to try to
address growing problems of parking and congestion. Long-distance
travel increased as well, even with oil prices of USD 150 per barrel.
China maintained its position as the world’s largest vehicle producer
and was even able to increase its export share, largely based on the
popularity of so-called new-energy vehicles. Urbanization continued,
plateauing at rates similar to those in more-advanced economies, but
so did high levels of income inequality. Finally, increased government
revenues, especially from local governments’ collection of property
taxes, enabled the government to address some of the serious environmental problems with air and water quality.
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Figure S.1. Scenario: The Great Reset
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The Great Reset
Market-based reform has led to continued but moremodest economic growth, with rather strong increases
in vehicle ownership despite widespread constraints
on driving in urban areas.
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Scenario 2: Slowing but Growing

By 2030, China has experienced an economic downturn and entered
a period of lower growth, averaging about 4 percent. A financial crisis
based on unsustainably high levels of debt resulted in a year of very
low growth and then a recovery whose gains were not necessarily
widely shared. Corruption has continued to be a problem and has kept
the economy from becoming more innovation-based because new firms
have a hard time getting funding and international investors remain
skittish. Environmental problems have continued to affect the quality
of life, and lower-than-previous public revenues have impeded the
ability of both the central and local governments to address them.
Travel demand has continued to grow, along with the auto manufacturing industry, but at rates lower than would have been expected
based on previous trends. Car ownership stands at about 185 per
1,000 people, even with oil prices remaining at USD 100 per barrel.
The prevailing sentiment is that things could be better, and people try
to remain optimistic that eventually they will be.

Figure S.2. Scenario: Slowing but Growing

Population 1.39 billion
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Slowing but Growing
An economic downturn led to a period of lower but still
sustained, robust growth. Environmental problems
continue to affect the quality of life, and travel demand
is growing more slowly than previously expected.
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The Wild-Card Scenario
Acknowledging that what is plausible, believable, or imaginable today can constrain scenarios, we crafted a
third wild-card scenario. In scenario planning, wild cards provoke thinking about events that break with trends
and constitute paths that differ from the projections that underpin the formally developed scenarios. In this
report, the wild card is based on the possibility that China experiences a major debt crisis and ensuing economic
stagnation.

Implications for Decisionmakers
Our two scenarios describe different mobility futures. The scenarios are descriptive, not normative—neither is put
forward as the ideal path for the future of mobility. In addition, our study did not address the likelihood of one
particular outcome versus another. The scenarios are instead indicative of a range of plausibilities. By making
potential long-term consequences more vivid, scenarios can support public policy by helping decisionmakers at
different levels of government, as well as in the private sector, envision what the future might bring.
Our analysis revealed three driving forces as being significant in this regard: (1) the pace of economic growth,
(2) the amount and type of constraints imposed on vehicle ownership and use, and (3) environmental conditions.
The first and third are exogenous to transportation. Although officials can try to spur economic growth and clean
up environmental degradation, success is not necessarily guaranteed; other factors come into play as well.
However, the second, constraints on vehicle ownership and driving, is largely within the purview of local officials.
In applying the scenarios to decisionmaking, we identified two possible approaches: (1) identifying leading
indicators and (2) determining opportunities, risks, and contingencies.

Conclusions
This project created two scenarios, the Great Reset and Slowing but Growing, to illustrate the paths that might
result from interconnected effects of market, policy, and consumer forces. The study identified three critical
uncertainties, or driving forces, that cause one path to emerge over another: the pace of economic growth,
constraints imposed on vehicle ownership and use, and environmental conditions. Of these, by far the most
critical is economic growth. The potential for transportation decisionmakers to influence economic growth and
environmental conditions is limited. However, they will have greater opportunity to use constraints on vehicle
ownership and usage to reduce the growth in travel demand.
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China has grown at an astonishingly rapid pace since undertaking economic reforms in the late 1970s. That
growth ushered in major changes that affect both local and long-distance travel: urbanization, higher incomes,
and a building boom in transportation infrastructure across all modes. China is now the world’s largest
producer and consumer of passenger vehicles. Vehicle ownership remains low by the standards of developed
economies, yet congestion and parking problems are so severe in most municipalities that many cities have
already introduced policies to constrain vehicle ownership. The increase in travel has also contributed to the
country’s serious air-pollution problems, yet the government’s stated plans to increase the use of electric
vehicles (EVs) have fallen far short of expectations.
How these varying trends will play out over the next 15 years is of great interest to decisionmakers not only in China
but all over the world. Chinese demand for oil is large enough to influence world market prices, Chinese demand
and preferences for vehicles drive the plans of global auto manufacturers, and Chinese responses to climate change
could measurably reduce global emissions, as well as affect the actions of other countries. However, given the rapid
changes of the past few decades, past trends might not be sustainable.
This is where scenario planning becomes useful. We use the term scenario to refer to a plausible combination of
possible long-term future developments. Scenario planning is the development of one or more scenarios via a
methodology that incorporates multiple possible future outcomes. The contribution of scenario planning is to help
us consider a wider range of potential futures than those that would be predicted from extrapolating from past
trends or from a single set of projections. Either of these methods would produce a single future scenario, whereas
scenario planning generally produces multiple scenarios.
The advantage to using scenarios in designing transportation policy is to foster discussion and analysis of possible
outcomes that might not be obvious when using more-conventional tools, such as forecasting and travel demand
modeling. Scenarios encourage transportation planners and policymakers to consider a wide range of possible,
plausible futures and the paths leading to those futures. Decisions made in the short term can affect whether one
scenario becomes more plausible than another, and scenarios can help identify leading indicators that can indicate
which scenario has become more likely.
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Study Objectives
This study applied scenario planning to answer this question: What might we expect for the future of mobility in
China in 2030? We define mobility as the ability to travel from one location to another, regardless of mode or
purpose. Instead of using trend analysis or quantitative forecasts to answer this question, we used scenario
planning because it provides a structured method to explore the many ways in which mobility could evolve and
then to examine what those possible alternative paths might imply about future mobility.
Our goal is not to predict the future—obviously, an impossible task—but to look at how various factors might
affect mobility when combined in different ways. Our focus is largely on Chinese passenger travel (that is,
personal travel via driving, transit, domestic air, and intercity rail). The goal is to better understand how a
combination of factors can affect total mobility. For example, oil prices have a substantial effect on the amount of
driving because drivers are sensitive to the price of gasoline. However, other factors that are taking place
simultaneously, such as investments in public transit systems or an economic downturn, might also influence
the choice to drive.
To answer this question, RAND collaborated with the Institute for Mobility Research (ifmo) to apply a methodology
that distills experts’ projections in a variety of areas into scenarios that form plausible and consistent stories
about the future. The use of scenarios to evaluate multiple potential futures is a technique first developed by
RAND researchers in the 1960s (Kahn and Wiener, 1967) and has been considerably modified and expanded in the
ensuing years. Börjeson et al. (2006) provides a simple typology of the many uses for which scenarios have been
developed over the years. The technique we use here would be classified as an external explorative scenario.
External means that it focuses on external factors, rather than what can happen if a particular actor takes a
certain action. Explorative means that it seeks to understand what can happen in the future, rather than what
will happen or how can a certain target be reached.
Many methodologies are available to develop scenarios (as discussed in Amer, Daim, and Jetter, 2013). Cross-impact
analysis is one means of developing the links between various factors, and consistency analysis is a means of
ensuring that the many individual predictions that make up a scenario are internally consistent. Both of these
tools can be used in qualitative, as well as quantitative, inputs.
The scenario methodology used in this project was originally developed by ifmo using a scenario framework
presented in Gausemeier, Fink, and Schlake (1998). The online Risk Assessment and Horizon Scanning (RAHS) tool
operationalizes the steps of the process shown in Figure 1.1. (Appendix A contains more information about RAHS.)

Select influencing
areas

Elicit projections
on descriptors

Integrate into
scenario frameworks
Figure 1.1. Six-Step Scenario Approach: From System Influences to Scenarios

Create a wild-card
scenario

Draw consequences
for future mobility

Produce scenario
narratives
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This study built on prior ifmo research that developed scenarios for Germany for 2020, 2025, and 2030, as well as a
previous scenario report for the United States in 2030 (Zmud, Ecola, et al., 2013). In the German research, periodic
updates every five years have allowed the projections in each influencing area to be confirmed or adapted based
on current contexts. Long-term planning horizons for national and regional transportation planning, as well as for
industry, are typically several decades. For this report, we selected 2030 as the forecast year, in part for consistency
with the earlier German and U.S. work. Ideally, this report will become one of a series of reports that can be likewise
updated or that use similar methodologies for other countries.

Creating the Scenarios
Our methodological approach represents a state-of-the-art scenario process while recognizing that scenarios can
be developed using several different approaches. Our approach combined expert opinion, gathered via in-person
workshops, with cross-impact analysis, consistency analysis, and cluster analysis using specialized computer tool
support. Even though it relies more on substantive expertise than on formal research and modeling, the approach
was highly empirical. Because some of the terminology might be unfamiliar, we provide definitions in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1. Key Definitions

Term			Definition

Example

Influencing area

This study uses four:

A broad topic area that is thought to affect mobility

• demographics
• economics
• energy
• transportation supply and constraints
Descriptor
		

A metric that represents one specific element within
the influencing area

Demographics contains five descriptors:

Projection

A prediction of the future value of a descriptor

For total population, there are two projections:
• 1.39 billion
• 1.44 billion

• total population
• geographic distribution of population
• urbanization
• commute distance
• household type

7

Select Influencing Areas
The scenario process begins by defining three key study parameters: (1) topic (the future of mobility),
(2) geographic scope (China), and (3) time horizon (2030). The research team identified four influencing areas
and specific descriptors to fit the study parameters. An influencing area is a broad topic area that is thought
to affect mobility. The four in this study are demographics, economics, energy, and transportation supply
and constraints.1 These were selected based on the German and U.S. work, as well as additional background
research on China. For each area, we then identified descriptors, which are metrics that represent one specific
element within the influencing area. For example, among the descriptors identified for energy were the price
of a barrel of oil and the percentage of vehicles in 2030 that would be hybrid or electric.
Although we developed a long list of potential descriptors, we narrowed these down based on two criteria:
uncertainty and impact. In a scenario analysis, because the differentiation between certain and uncertain
descriptors is based on a range of predictions, including uncertain descriptors is more important than including
those that are more certain. Impact is important because we want to use factors that are more active than
passive. An active descriptor influences many other descriptors; many other descriptors influence a passive
descriptor. Appendix A provides a full list of the 24 descriptors. The research team produced a paper on past
and current trends for all descriptors in each influencing area; Chapter Two summarizes these papers.

Elicit Projections on Descriptors
The research team held one workshop for each influencing area to gather expert opinion on projections for
each descriptor. Two workshops (those on demographics and on economics) were held in the United States
with American experts on China, and two workshops (those on energy and on transportation supply and
constraints) were held in Beijing with Chinese experts. We defined a projection as an estimate of future
possibilities informed by past and current trends. We invited six to eight prominent outside experts (RAND
and ifmo staff identified American experts, whom we list in Appendix B; our partner, Tsinghua University,
identified Chinese experts2) to attend each workshop. Prior to each workshop, each expert received the
paper on trends in his or her influencing area.

1

2

This process deliberately did not address political issues. The methodology depends on a series of projections that do not have a good way
to account for an abrupt political change except through adding a wild-card scenario. We could consider this a weakness when using the
method for nondemocratic countries, where such regime change is probably more likely than in Germany or the United States, where we
have already used this method. Although we considered adding some discussion of political events, we ultimately opted not to because we
wanted to stay focused on economic and social trends.
To encourage unfettered discussion, we agreed to allow our Chinese experts to remain anonymous. Appendix B lists the institutions that
they represent.

8
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At each workshop, using facilitated discussion, we asked experts for projections for each descriptor in 2030,
clarifying that we were not asking them to extrapolate from past trends but rather to consider a variety of
factors that they thought might influence the descriptor. For each descriptor, the experts provided between one
and three qualitative or quantitative projections. For example, we asked the energy experts to project growth in
electric two-wheeled vehicles (E-2Ws), which led to estimates of high, medium, and low levels of adoption, each of
which was considered plausible depending on circumstances. The number of projections depended on the degree
of consensus on likely futures among the experts. We also asked the experts to provide their reasoning (or
assumptions) for each projection. For example, those who projected a relatively low level of adoption cited
market saturation and a continued decline in the price of other competing vehicle types, while those who
projected higher adoption levels noted the low price and convenience.

Integrate into Scenario Frameworks
The research team used two distinct types of analysis—cross-impact analysis and consistency analysis—to identify
the values that would group descriptors and projections into distinct scenario frameworks (for a more-detailed
discussion of these analytical tools and how they compare with other analytic methodologies, see Amer, Daim,
and Jetter, 2013). We first used cross-impact analysis to describe the relationships among the descriptors. The
team developed a cross-impact matrix that matched each pair of descriptors across all influencing areas. The
team determined whether it was plausible that either of two descriptors affected the other, using a four-point
scale in which 0 indicated no influence and 3 indicated a strong influence. For example, we determined that the
total population has a strong influence on urbanization, but not the other way around. In our analysis, we did
not carry forward descriptor pairs that we determined to be totally independent; however, they did remain part
of the final scenario frameworks. This assessment also forms the basis of analysis into how active and passive
each descriptor is (see Figure A.2 in Appendix A). Active descriptors tend to be drivers of the scenario, in that
changes in them are thought to produce different outcomes between scenarios.
Second, we applied consistency analysis to those pairs of descriptors in which one was found to influence the
other. This analysis examined the various projections for each descriptor. RAND and ifmo staff jointly developed
this consistency matrix. Each pair of projections for the two descriptors was rated on a five-point scale, from
totally inconsistent (1) to strongly consistent (5). For example, strong growth in demand for air travel was
deemed consistent with the lower price of oil because demand is affected by price, and higher oil prices mean
more-expensive airfares. On the other hand, because the eastern region is already wealthier than the rest
of the country and greater concentration of economic activity in one region is likely to lead to a concentration
of wealth as well, we deemed an increasing concentration of economic output in that region to be inconsistent
with a decrease in income inequality.

9

Then, ifmo fed these results into an online tool called the RAHS platform to group specific projections across
all influencing areas. Of all the mathematically possible groupings of projections, RAHS eliminated those that
contained total inconsistencies (as defined in the consistency matrix). Of those remaining, RAHS identified
clusters of descriptors and projections that formed four unique and complementary scenario frameworks.
Although there is not a hard and fast limit on the number of scenarios that should be developed, selecting those
that differ most meaningfully requires expert judgment. Of the four clusters produced, the research team
selected two to develop further. Three of the clusters were similar across many descriptors, so we decided that
only one of the three should be carried forward. We included the fourth cluster specifically because it differed
so greatly from the other three. For example, it had a lower average gross domestic product (GDP) growth
rate. We thought it was important to include different growth rates because, at China’s stage of development,
economic growth is generally an important, though hardly the only, determinant of mobility. From the group
of three clusters, we selected the one that differed most from the lower-GDP-growth-rate cluster because of
its different projections for total population, share of the economy in the eastern region, and domestic vehicle
production. These two frameworks became the basis for the scenario narratives.

Produce Scenario Narratives
Drawing on the reasoning and assumptions that surfaced during the expert workshops, we fleshed out the two
scenarios into written narratives. We called them the Great Reset and Slowing but Growing. To further validate
the scenarios, we asked several RAND experts, several of the U.S. experts who attended the economic workshop,
and several Chinese experts from both workshops to comment on whether they found the scenario frameworks
plausible, understandable, and internally consistent. Although their ratings of the scenarios were generally positive,
we used the critical feedback to ensure the relevance and sharpen the content of the scenarios.

Draw Consequences for Future Mobility
In this six-step framework, this step generally consists of developing future estimates of mobility based on empirical
past trends and ratings of directional influence (that is, whether a projection would encourage higher or lower
use of a mode), as well as the strength of the influence in each scenario on travel. However, the lack of reliable
Chinese data on personal travel at a national level made it difficult to conduct this type of exercise, because it
cannot be based on past trends. We instead discuss changes in travel demand in a more qualitative manner (e.g.,
strong increase versus moderate increase). We also wove in more broadly some thoughts about the prevalence
of new technologies (such as advanced driver-assistance systems) and new access models (such as car-sharing)
based on other drivers in each scenario.
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Create a Wild-Card Scenario
The research team also developed one wild-card or low-probability scenario. Wild cards assume that certain
events have broken with otherwise-foreseeable trends to move the world in an unanticipated direction. They
constitute paths that differ from the projections that underpin the formally developed scenarios. The underlying
assumption of this wild card originated from comments made at the four expert workshops, in which we asked
the experts what events might confound the projections they had just made, as well as from internal discussions
between RAND and ifmo staff.
Although multiple possible ideas for wild cards were put forward, we selected one in which China experiences a
fairly severe financial crisis with long-reaching implications. The economic experts were in agreement that some
type of crisis is likely but that the course of the economy following such a crisis would depend on the policy
actions taken in response.

Why the Scenarios Matter
Because the two scenarios, the Great Reset and Slowing but Growing, were developed from a systematic, empirical
process to identify past trends and prospective projections, they represent plausible futures in which transportation policy and planning might be conducted. These future conditions might be more or less likely and more or
less desired. Still, the scenarios provide the opportunity for officials at varying levels of government, as well as
stakeholders, such as transit operators and private firms in the transportation field, to assess and understand
how today’s decisions might play out in the future.
At one level, the scenarios can provide a valuable reality check on current strategic options and plans. Because
the future is uncertain, we do not know whether one, the other, or neither scenario will actually come to be.
But, to determine whether or not they will be well positioned to address associated challenges and risks,
organizations can review their strategic plans or policies over the range of futures that the scenarios illustrate.
The organizations’ focus should be on the robustness of each strategic option (i.e., can it be delivered in a particular
scenario?) and on its importance (i.e., how important is it in influencing a particular scenario outcome?).
Related to this, the scenarios facilitate out-of-the-box thinking. Multiple scenarios encourage people to consider
a wider range of futures than in typical day-to-day planning, which is often based on a single set or narrow range
of projections about future transportation and the factors that affect travel demand (e.g., population growth, per
capita driving). They enable officials to consider atypical opportunities and risks and, by doing so, to identify a
more robust set of strategic options.
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One of the fundamental uses of the scenarios is to help policymakers and other decisionmakers prepare for change.
We encourage officials and agencies to identify leading indicators of the changes that the scenario narratives
capture and to monitor these over time. A leading indicator is typically thought of as an economic indicator that
changes before the economy as a whole changes. This concept can and should be transferred to the transportation
context. By monitoring leading indicators of directions in trends related to each scenario, an agency or organization can explore the questions, “Toward which scenario are we moving, and what are the implications for our
policies or planning?”
Our analysis revealed three key drivers that could lead to one scenario versus the other: economic growth,
constraints on cars and driving, and environmental concerns. Economic growth and environmental concerns
depend on various determinants outside transportation. In addition, how our scenarios play out will depend on
whether and how well transportation policymakers and other decisionmakers anticipate and address upcoming
challenges related to rapid motorization.

Report Organization
We have organized the remainder of this report into seven chapters. Chapter Two provides a short description of
past trends in the descriptors in each influencing area. Chapter Three discusses the key drivers that differentiate
the two scenarios, as well as common projections both scenarios share. Chapter Four contains the two scenarios.
Note that these are written as though we are already in 2030, looking back on developments of roughly the past
two decades. For ease of comparing prices, all dollar figures are expressed in constant 2012 dollars so as to avoid
making projections about inflation levels. Chapter Five contains the wild-card scenario. Chapter Six discusses the
potential implications of the scenarios on different levels of government, industry, and private citizens. Finally,
Chapter Seven contains our conclusions.
This report also contains two appendixes. Appendix A describes our methodology in more detail. Appendix B lists
the experts who participated in each of the workshops.
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Chapter Two
Past Trends in Influencing Areas

•

6888386

In this chapter, we summarize past trends in each of the four influencing areas:
demographics, economics, energy, and transportation supply and constraints. We
drew this information from the papers that served as background materials for each
workshop. The information provided in these papers, especially the historical quantitative data, helped inform the range of plausible future projections. We also discuss
briefly the rationale for including each of the influencing areas.
The papers summarized in this section were drafted in 2013; we have not updated
them with more-recent information because they reflect the knowledge that
informed the projections.
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Demographic Trends
Demographics refers to the statistical characteristics of a population. Although formal demography is generally
limited to basic measures of population size and structure and their change over time, in this case, the research
team cast a wider net. In addition to population, we dealt with regional geographic distribution and urbanization
because these two trends have changed substantially in China in the past 20 years. In addition, these categories
are closely linked to travel demand because of the income inequality that exists between rural and urban
populations, as well as between different regions. Given that many of these changes have been driven by
rural-to-urban migration as the country industrialized, we also included commute distance and household type.
These capture the demographic dimensions of factory work, in which many workers live in dormitories colocated
with their places of work and do not make conventional home-to-work commute trips.

Total Population
China’s population has increased from 1.14 billion to 1.35 billion in the past two decades. The rate of growth
has been slowing; from 1990 to 2000, the average annualized rate was 1.04 percent; in the following decade,
the rate fell by about half, to 0.56 percent. Even at this lower rate, the total population currently increases by
more than 6 million people every year (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2012, Table 3-1).
Population change depends on three factors: births, deaths, and net migration (defined as the number of
people who enter a country minus the number who depart in a given year). China’s crude birth rate has fallen
from 21 births per 1,000 people in 1990 to 12 in 2011. Births have fallen because China’s total fertility rate has
declined from 2.5 births per woman in 1990 to 1.7 in 2011 (World Bank, 2013), which is below the replacement
rate of 2.1 births per woman. This decline might be due in part to China’s one-child policy, adopted in 1979.1
However, the population continued to increase because of the number of women in their child-bearing years.
The death rate has been steady during this period; each year, six or seven people per 1,000 die. Life expectancy
at birth has also increased, from 69.5 years in 1990 to 75 years in 2011 (World Bank, 2013). Migration is not a
major factor in population change in China. Even for the five-year period of the highest out-migration, fewer
than 500,000 people left China; most years, the number was closer to 200,000 (World Bank, 2013).

1

The policy is not universally applied; rural families are allowed to have two children in some cases, ethnic minorities are exempt, and an
urban couple made up of two only children can have two children. Enforcement is also not always equally applied. In November 2013, the
central government announced further relaxation, but implementation depends on local and provincial governments.
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Geographic Distribution and Urbanization
To look at trends in regional population distribution, we used the four economic divisions contained in the 12th
five-year plan:2 eastern, western, central, and northeastern.3 Since 1990, most of China’s population growth
has occurred in the eastern region, a trend that has been accelerating in the past decade. From 1990 to 2000,
almost half of China’s population growth took place in the eastern region and, from 2000 to 2010, more than
80 percent. The eastern region did not grow exclusively at the expense of the other regions. No region lost
population between 1990 and 2010, and the overall balance of population between the four regions did not
shift significantly during the 20-year period. The eastern region contained 34 percent of total population in
1990 and 38 percent in 2010. Each of the others saw its percentage of the overall population fall by 1 or
2 percentage points (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2012, Table 3-1).
The percentage of the population living in census-defined urban areas has been steadily increasing. In 2011, the
population became more urban than rural for the first time, with 51 percent of the Chinese population living in
urban areas. These figures are based on annual national sample surveys of permanent residents, not household
registration.4 The definition of urban is administrative and not based on population density or commuting
patterns. Definitions have changed over the years; the most recent change, in 2006, bases the designation of
urban on population size and connection to urban infrastructure (Kamal-Chaoui, Leman, and Rufei, 2009). The
annual change in urban population has been positive each year for the past two decades, peaking in 1996 at
6.1 percent. In contrast, the rural population began declining that same year and has declined every year since
(National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2012, Table 3-1).

2
3

4

The 12th five-year plan covers the period from 2011 to 2015.
The provinces in each region are as follows: The eastern region contains Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shandong, Jiangsu, Shanghai, Zhejiang,
Fujian, Guangdong, and Hainan. The western region contains Inner Mongolia, Ningxia, Shaanxi, Chongqing, Guizhou, Guangxi, Sichuan,
Yunnan, Gansu, Qinghai, Xinjiang, and Tibet. The central region contains Shanxi, Henan, Anhui, Hubei, Hunan, and Jiangxi. The
northeastern region contains Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning.
The household registration system, called hukou in Chinese, entitles a resident to certain social services in the area in which he or she lives.
Many people residing in urban areas do so without registration; they are included in these population figures based on actual residence, not
registration.
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Commute Distance and Household Type
National data on commute distance—the distance between home and work—do not exist. To develop some partial
information, we looked instead at travel data for three of China’s largest cities, which included both average
trip lengths and commute trip lengths. Generally, trip lengths have been increasing. Guangzhou’s average trip
length (for all modes) rose from 3.2 km (just less than 2 miles) in 1984 to 5 km (3.1 miles) in 2005, and the
length of commute trips rose from 3.7 km (2.3 miles) to 6.3 km (3.9 miles) (Jing and Wang, 2004; Luo and Gan,
2010). For Shanghai and Beijing, the data are differentiated by mode. Trip lengths on public transit in Shanghai
increased from 6.6 km (4.1 miles) in 1998 to 9.7 km (6.0 miles) in 2009; in 2009, the average car trip was just
over 15 km (9.3 miles) (Zhu, 2012; Lu and Gu, 2011). Beijing’s rail transit trip length more than doubled from
8 km (just less than 5 miles) in 2000 to 16.4 km (10.2 miles) in 2011 (Beijing Transportation Research Center
[BJTRC], 2010; Beijing Municipal Committee of Communications, BJTRC, and World Bank, 2009). The length of
a peak-hour average car trip fell from 2010 to 2011, 10.8 km (6.7 miles) to 9.3 km (5.8 miles), but this might be
due to issues with data collection (BJTRC, 2010, 2011).5
Households are classified as either family (jiating) or collective (jiti). Family households consist of two or
more related people who live in one dwelling; family households can also have only one person. Collective
households are those in which multiple unrelated people live in one location, such as a factory dormitory.
These designations are based on actual place of residency. According to data from three sources,6 the proportion
of family households is declining, with the most-recent figures showing about 93 to 95 percent of people
living in family households, representing a decline from the late 1990s (National Bureau of Statistics of
China, 1997–2002, 2004–2012).

Economic Trends
Economics is included as an influencing area because the size and growth of economic activity both help
determine the amount of travel and are affected by travel. On an individual basis, income and employment
are strongly correlated with travel demand. We expect China’s past dynamic economic growth to affect both
vehicle ownership and travel demand across all modes of transportation. In this section, we highlight national
and regional economic trends, as well as income inequality, labor-force participation, the automobile industry,
and investments in transportation infrastructure.

5

6

We used average car trip length data from BJTRC’s annual report 2010 directly but tweaked that based on the data from the 2011 report
(BJTRC, 2011). The 2010 report has only one category (average trip), but the 2011 report has two categories (average trip during morning
peak and average trip during evening peak). We calculated the average trip for 2011 by adding the average trip lengths during morning
and evening peaks and dividing by 2. The table titles are the same in both reports (“travel time for all modes of travel during peak hours”),
so, in theory, the average trip lengths for both 2010 and 2011 should focus on peak hours. However, it is not clear how BJTRC calculated the
average trip length for 2010.
The census is conducted once per decade (in 2000 and 2010) (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2001–2002, 2011). The 1-percent
National Population Sample Survey is usually conducted five years after the census (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2006), and
the National Sample Survey on Population Changes is conducted in the remaining years, with a sample size of less than 1 percent (National
Bureau of Statistics of China, 1997–2000, 2004–2005, 2007–2010, 2012).
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Economic Growth and Regional Economic Shares
We define economic growth as change in GDP. China’s GDP has increased by a factor of eight, from just about
1.9 trillion Chinese yuan (CNY) in 1990 to just shy of CNY 16.6 trillion in 2011, in constant 1990 yuan (International
Monetary Fund [IMF], 2013).7 In 2011, this was the equivalent of USD 7.3 trillion in 2011 dollars (IMF, 2012).
Annual percentage change in GDP has likewise been very high. With the exception of 1990, the annual percentage
increase has not gone below 7.5 percent per year. Since 2001, the annualized GDP per capita growth rate has
averaged 10.2 percent, slightly lower than the previous decade’s average of 10.3 percent (IMF, 2012, 2013).
Much of this growth has taken place in the eastern region. Although all four regions have seen substantial
growth during the study period, more than half of China’s overall growth during this period took place in the
eastern region, and most of that growth took place in the past decade.
As with population growth, the share of total GDP produced in the eastern region has been fairly steady:
48 percent in 1992 and 51 percent in 2011 (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 1996, 1998, 2002, 2007, 2012).

Income Inequality and Labor-Force Participation
We used a new measure, the Palma ratio, to look at income inequality. The Palma ratio is the ratio of the top
10 percent of a population’s share of gross national income to the share of the poorest 40 percent.8 In theory, a
country with perfectly equal income distribution would have a Palma ratio of 0.25 because each decile (10 percent)
of the population would have one-tenth of the country’s income. The higher the ratio, the greater the inequality.
Income inequality has risen in China since 1990. The Palma ratio was 1.25 in 1990 because the top 10 percent
of the population earned about 25 percent of the country’s total income, while the bottom 40 percent earned
only 20 percent. This ratio reached 2.15 in 2008, when the top 10 percent earned 30 percent of total income
and the bottom 40 percent earned only 15 percent (World Bank, 2013).

7
8

We used IMF figures for 1990 yuan because of problems in recalculating the GDP index supplied in the China Statistical Yearbook
(National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2012), which indexed all subsequent years to 1978.
The term was introduced as a more easily understood metric of income inequality than the typically used Gini coefficient; see Cobham and
Sumner, 2013. It is based on the observation that the share of income to the middle 50 percent is generally stable, while the other two
groups see more change. The Gini coefficient for China shows a similar increase in inequality, rising from about 0.35 in 1990 to about 0.49
in 2009 (Sicular, 2013).
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Labor-force participation is defined as the ratio of working adults to all adults, with adult defined as people
ages 15–64. In China, this ratio has declined from 85 percent in 1990 to 76 percent in 2011. The number of
workers employed in rural areas has decreased (from 477 million in 1990 to 405 million in 2011), while the
number of urban ones has increased (from 170 million in 1990 to 359 million in 2011). As of 2011, there were
still more rural workers than urban ones, but the lines seem to be converging (analysis of figures from National
Bureau of Statistics of China, 2012, Tables 3-3 and 4-2).

Domestic Vehicle Industry and Transportation Infrastructure Investments
Total vehicle production began increasing dramatically in the 2000s; in 1990, China produced 514,000 vehicles
(of which only 35,000 were passenger cars). By 2011, China produced about 18.4 million vehicles, divided more
evenly between passenger cars (10.1 million) and commercial vehicles (8.3 million). China became the world’s
largest manufacturer of both passenger cars and commercial vehicles in 2009 (Bureau of Transportation
Statistics, 2014). The automobile industry has become increasingly important in terms of output per GDP.
In 1990, only 30 vehicles were produced for every CNY 100 million of GDP; by 2011, that figure was about 120.
Finally, we looked at total government spending on transportation infrastructure as a percentage of GDP. We
used the category “state-holding” as a proxy for government spending across all levels (central, provincial, and
local)9 and used the figures for spending on railway transport, road transport, urban public transport, and air
transport (we excluded water and pipeline transport because water transport would be mostly shipping, not
passenger movement). These data show that, as a percentage of total GDP, government infrastructure spending
has risen since 2004 (earlier data were not available) from 3.7 to 4.4 percent, peaking in 2009 and 2010 at
5.5 percent. These two years represent counterrecessional spending. The 5.5-percent increase in 2009 reflects
both lower-than-average GDP growth and a 50-percent increase in total infrastructure spending (from
CNY 265 billion to CNY 703 billion in 1990 yuan) (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2005–2012, Table 5-14).

9

The state-holding category includes both administrative units and various state-holding enterprises. The two other categories are
“collective-holding” and “private-holding.” Without further breakdowns of investment sources available, we determined that state-holding
comes the closest to representing government investment. Our results are also in line with other work on Chinese infrastructure spending,
such as Chen, Matzinger, and Woetzel, 2013.
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Energy Trends
Energy is an important influencing area because the cost of gasoline and the availability and cost of alternatives
affect both the number of miles and the types of vehicles people drive. This section includes background on
oil price and oil consumption, the possibility of legislation or regulations to address climate change that would
discourage use of certain types of transportation, and the adoption of two types of alternative vehicles: EVs
and E-2Ws (both electric bicycles and scooters).

Oil Price and Consumption
The price of oil is determined on the world market.10 Although oil prices can be measured in various ways,
we used the price of one barrel of Brent crude oil, which is a major benchmark price on the world market. Oil
prices were fairly steady in the 1990s, generally fluctuating between USD 20 and USD 35 per barrel, but climbed
steeply in the 2000s. By 2012, after a sharp dip caused by the 2008 recession, oil prices had risen to USD 104
per barrel (World Bank, 2013).
Oil consumption has been rising rapidly in China during the past two decades, nearly tripling since 1995. In
Chinese statistics, oil is typically measured in standard coal equivalent, which we converted to tons of crude oil.11
In 1995, China consumed 163 million metric tons of crude oil, which rose to 647 million tons in 2011 (National
Bureau of Statistics of China, 2012, Table 7-2). This is the equivalent of roughly 13 million barrels per day, using a
conversion factor of 7.32 barrels per ton.12 (Statistics were not consistently available for years before 1995.)
As consumption has risen, so has the percentage of oil that is imported. In 1995, China imported about 21 percent
of its crude oil. By 2011, more than half of its oil was imported—56 percent. This amounted to 362 million metric
tons per year, or about 7.3 million barrels per day (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2012, undated).13

10

11
12
13

The study focused on eliciting projections related to crude oil. Although the terms oil and petroleum are sometimes used interchangeably,
we use the definition of crude oil that is provided by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA): a mixture of hydrocarbons that
exists as a liquid in natural underground reservoirs and remains liquid when brought to the surface. Petroleum is the broader category that
includes both crude oil and refined petroleum products (such as gasoline). We use the word oil to mean crude oil.

We used different sources for this section, some in short tons and some in metric tons (sometimes written as tonnes). We have kept the
original terms. One metric ton = 1.102 short tonnes, so the terms are not interchangeable.
The conversion factor for tons to barrels varies with the type of petroleum project. We used 7.32 barrels per ton based on EIA country
conversion factors (EIA, undated).
We calculated this percentage based on the ratio of imports to consumption. However, not all oil imported is consumed in country. One
observer notes that imported oil might be entering a stockpile or exported as refined petroleum products (Russell, 2013).
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Introduction of Effective Greenhouse-Gas Emission–Reduction Systems
The Chinese government has taken several actions in recent years to reduce greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions
and accelerate the transition to a low-carbon economy. In 2011, the State Council issued a work plan for GHG
emission control (Central People’s Government of the People’s Republic of China, 2012a). The work plan, which
is essentially a national guidance document, targets a 17-percent reduction of carbon dioxide emissions per
unit of GDP by 2015 from the 2010 level and calls for comprehensive use of various control measures, including
establishing a GHG emission accounting system, opening carbon emission–trading markets, and promoting
extensive international cooperation (Central People’s Government of the People’s Republic of China, 2012a).
Since the work plan was issued, progress has been made in three areas:

• First, the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) issued GHG emission accounting
methods and reporting guidelines focusing on an initial group of ten industries (NDRC, 2013). The
goal is to establish a national, local, and corporate accounting and reporting system, as well as to lay
the groundwork for carbon emission–trading markets.

• Second, in 2011, the NDRC (2011) approved several pilot markets, five of which launched in 2013. In
the five months after the Shenzhen market opened in 2013, the total trading volume exceeded
130,000 tons, and the price stabilized at around CNY 80 per ton (USD 31.21) (Southern Daily, 2013).
The pilot markets determined their own total carbon dioxide emission targets for the 2013–2015
period, based on the emission-reduction requirements and local economic development (NDRC, 2011;
Beijing Municipal Commission of Development and Reform, 2013).

• Third, a carbon tax has been proposed but not yet adopted. Because of concerns that a carbon
tax might push commodity prices even higher, a relatively high inflation rate has been considered
one of the biggest constraints to introducing a carbon tax. However, in 2010, the NDRC and Ministry
of Finance issued a report on the Chinese carbon-tax system framework design, which proposed
collecting a carbon tax beginning in 2012. One of the report’s authors noted that not only would
introducing a carbon tax not cause inflation; in contrast, it might produce a decline in the overall
price of commodities (Daily Economic News, 2010). A Ministry of Finance official suggested in a 2013
interview that the carbon tax would focus mainly on coal, crude oil, and natural gas; that it would be
introduced during 2016–2017 (China Carbon Emission Trade, 2013); and that the initial tax rate would
be set to CNY 10 (USD 1.61) per ton of carbon dioxide and then gradually increased over time (Liu, 2013).
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Adoption of Alternatively Fueled Vehicles
China has adopted aggressive targets for producing electric and hybrid vehicles, but it seems unlikely that
they will be met on schedule. The 12th five-year plan calls for ownership of 5 million battery EVs (BEVs) and
plug-in hybrid EVs (PHEVs) by 2020. However, in the third quarter of 2009, only 970 BEVs and PHEVs were
registered nationwide,14 which amounts to less than 0.02 percent of newly registered vehicles during this
period (Krieger et al., 2012). Reporting suggests that the pace has not increased significantly since then.
Automobile manufacturers produced 6,000 BEVs and PHEVs in 2011 and 12,500 in 2012 (China Automotive
Technology and Research Center, Nissan [China] Investment Company, and Dongfeng Automobile Company,
2013). From 2011 to the first half of 2013, 24,000 new-energy vehicles (NEVs, which are defined as BEVs,
PHEVs, and fuel-cell cars) were sold (Wang Tingting, 2013).
Purchase prices for such vehicles remain high even with subsidies. The central government provides
CNY 60,000 (about USD 9,900) and CNY 50,000 (USD 8,260) subsidies for BEVs and PHEVs. Some local
governments also provide subsidies (International Energy Agency, 2012). However, even with subsidies, the
cost of EVs can still be more than double the cost of a comparable gasoline vehicle. For example, the price
of a BYD E6 (a Chinese EV larger than a sedan but smaller than a sport-utility vehicle) is about CNY 230,000
(USD 37,140) after the maximum CNY 120,000 (USD 19,380) subsidy, while the price of the comparable
conventional BYD F6 is just CNY 90,000 (USD 14,850) (Krieger et al., 2012).
The installation of charging infrastructure has also been slow. Although the Ministry of Science and Technology
proposed constructing more than 400,000 charging piles by 2015,15 the State Grid and the Southern Power
Grid constructed only 16,000 total charging piles in 2011 (Krieger et al., 2012).
E-2W production has grown very rapidly in the past 15 years, from basically none in 1998 to almost 30 million in
2012 (Cherry, 2013). As of 2012, China had about 150 million E-2Ws in use (Sen, 2012). Another source notes that
“[o]ne in five Chinese bicycles has a battery, and that ratio is likely to be higher in urban areas” (Grabar, 2013).
The E-2W category includes two broad types of vehicles: battery-powered bicycles (also called e-bikes) and
electric “scooters” (also called e-scooters). E-bikes utilize both human power from pedaling and a small electric
motor, while e-scooters operate entirely on electricity and tend to be larger. However, there is no hard and
fast distinction between the two types of vehicles. The underlying technology is similar, and the design of the
vehicles spans a continuum, making it difficult to categorize them definitively. E-bikes are less common than
e-scooters; according to one survey, in 2010, only 16 percent of E-2Ws in the market were e-bikes; 26 percent
were e-scooters; and 58 percent were “something in between” (Ruan et al., 2012).

14
15

From the original report (Krieger et al., 2012), it is unclear whether this means 970 new registrations in that quarter or the cumulative total
registered vehicles.

Charging pile is the direct translation of the Chinese term; one pile is the same as one station in U.S. terminology—that is, an outlet for one vehicle.
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Transportation Supply and Constraint Trends
This influencing area focuses on the supply of transportation, as well as constraints on vehicle ownership and
driving, particularly government-enacted constraints. We focused on three broad areas: constraints on vehicle
ownership and driving; nonautomobile modes of transportation; and issues specific to urban areas, including
parking, availability of taxis and ride-sharing, and nonmotorized infrastructure. We could not identify national
trend data for any of these areas. For the more city-specific descriptors, our background information considered
conditions in four cities of different sizes: Beijing (18.8 million people), Chengdu (7.4 million), Taiyuan (4.2 million),
and Jiyuan (670,000).16 Given the lack of existing data, our background information was qualitative and, in
some cases, anecdotal, rather than quantitative.

Constraints on Driving and Vehicle Ownership
The main constraints on driving are financial: Gas is relatively expensive compared with average incomes
(Randall, 2013), and most intercity roads are tolled (Reja, Amos, and Hongye, 2013). Several large cities have
considered road pricing, but none has yet implemented it (“Shanghai Studies Traffic Congestion Charge
to Control Pollution,” 2013; Bai, 2013). Beijing and Guangzhou have both experimented with regulatory
restrictions, specifically odd–even restrictions (that is, only vehicles with odd-numbered license plates can
drive in certain areas on certain days), but none of these applies to all areas of the city. Several restrictions
have been used sporadically, such as during times of serious air pollution, during winter months, or around
special events, such as party congresses, the 2008 Olympics, or major international conferences (“Beijing
to Impose Odd–Even Car Ban During Heavy Pollution,” 2013; Qiu, 2010; Xue and Xu, 2013).
Similarly, constraints on vehicle ownership are mostly financial. Car ownership carries insurance requirements
(Ping An Insurance [Group] Company of China, undated) and various taxes: a consumption tax based on engine
displacement, a value-added tax, and a purchase tax, with an additional levy of 25 percent on imported cars
(“China Signals Clampdown on Foreign Car Makers,” 2013). At least four large cities control vehicle ownership
through limiting the number of license plates available, either through lottery or auction. Those cities with
auctions (including Shanghai and Guangzhou) charge an additional fee as well (Yu, 2013; “Shanghai Car Plate
Auction Hits New High,” 2012; “Shanghai Puts Cap on License Plates,” 2013; “Guangzhou to Allocate New Car
Plates Through Auction,” 2012).

Public Transit, Interurban Rail, and Domestic Air
Many Chinese cities provide both bus and rail transit. Whereas, a decade ago, only major cities had urban rail
systems, several dozen urban areas now either have such systems in place or are in the process of planning
and building them. By 2012, 270 km (167.8 miles) were being added annually (“China to Restore Confidence in
High-Speed Trains,” 2012). Fares are generally considered affordable. Bus rapid transit (BRT) has been built in
more than a dozen cities (Zeng, 2013).
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These correspond to the four tiers of cities, a widely used categorization that has no official definition. The tier of a city depends broadly on size,
with first-tier city population exceeding 10 million and fourth tier generally less than 1 million.
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The main focus in interurban rail in the past decade has been high-speed rail (HSR). The country had no HSR
in 2007; by 2013, it had more than 10,000 km (6,213.7 miles) (“High-Speed Railways,” 2013). The HSR network
currently reaches more than 100 cities and carries more than 2 million people daily, or roughly one-third of
China’s total rail traffic (“High-Speed Railways,” 2013). HSR already transports nearly twice as many passengers
as the country’s domestic airline industry does (Bradsher, 2013).
Domestic air travel has risen steadily in the past decade, from 87 million trips in 2003 to 354 million in 2012.
In all but two years, annual growth has exceeded 5 percent. Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou have by far the
busiest airports in China, measured in both passenger traffic and flights (together, they account for almost onethird of all passengers in China), but growth is highest in western Chinese airports (Civil Aviation Administration
of China, 2013; CAPA Centre for Aviation, 2013).

Parking, Taxis and Car-Sharing, and Nonmotorized Infrastructure
In all but the smaller cities, parking is a major problem. Most cities have far more vehicles registered than legal
parking spaces, and, anecdotally, attempts to build more parking are not keeping up with demand. One result
is high levels of illegal parking, part of which is likely caused by low fines. In Beijing, for example, although the police
issue more than 5,000 illegal parking tickets per day, the fine is only CNY 200 (about USD 32) and no points are
deducted from the driver’s license (Beijing Evening News, 2013; Beijing Bureau of Transportation Management,
undated). A second result is high costs for legal spaces; in Taiyuan, a parking space in some residential areas can
cost as much as CNY 100,000 (USD 16,150), which is about the cost of a car (Taiyuan Daily, 2014).
Taxis are already in widespread use, although many taxis operate illegally (in Beijing, for example, illegal taxis
outnumber the 66,000 official taxis [“Beijing Taxi Troubles Tackled in CASS Report,” 2012; Xinhua News,
2014]). Mobile apps to summon taxis are spreading quickly (Custer, 2013; Millward, 2013). Car-sharing began
in China only in the past few years, but there are already various types of systems in place, including peer-topeer car-sharing (Prabu, 2013) and car-sharing with an all-EV fleet (Rogowsky, 2013; China Jiangsu Online, 2013).
More information was available about bicycling infrastructure than for walking. All four cities have introduced
bicycle-sharing systems (China Daily, 2013; China Daily, 2010; Central People’s Government of the People’s
Republic of China, 2012b; Henan Provincial Department of Transportation, 2013), and Beijing has developed
new regulations and guidelines to encourage bicycling (for example, by banning parking in bicycle lanes and
incorporating bicycles into transportation planning) (China Daily, 2013). The cities are also expanding greenway
systems that allow both bicycling and walking (Chengdu Business News, 2010; Taiyuan News, 2013).
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Chapter Three
Key Drivers and Common Projections

The two scenarios outline different possible paths to explain how mobility might
develop in China through 2030. In this chapter, we highlight two important items
that helped shape the scenarios: key drivers and common projections. Key drivers
are those developments that cause major shifts in how the future unfolds and
ultimately distinguish between the two scenarios. Other projections differ between
the two scenarios, but the differences are not as large or as important. Common
projections are projections that are present in both scenarios, either because the
experts agreed on one projection or because both of the two selected clusters
contained the same projection.
Table 3.1 summarizes all descriptors and projections for both scenarios. The shaded
rows indicate those projections that differ between the two scenarios.
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Table 3.1. Comparison of Projections in the Two Scenarios

Descriptor	

the great reset		

slowing but growing

Total population

1.44 billion (annual growth of 0.34%)

1.39 billion (annual growth of 0.18%)

Geographic distribution of
population

41% of the population lives in the
eastern region.

41% of the population lives in the
eastern region.

Urbanization

70% of the population lives in urban
areas.

70% of the population lives in urban
areas.

Average commute distance

Has increased slightly

Has increased significantly

Household type

The percentage of the population
living in family households has
decreased slightly.

The percentage of the population
living in family households has
increased slightly.

Economic growth

6–7% average annual growth

4–5% average annual growth

Share of the economy in the
eastern region

50% in 2030

43% in 2030 (similar to current)

Income distribution

Income inequality continued to increase
(followed by a decline after 2025).

Income inequality continued to increase
(through 2030).

Labor-force participation

80% of the adult population

76% of the adult population

Domestic vehicle production

120 total vehicles per CNY 100 million
in GDP (same as current)

120 total vehicles per CNY 100 million
in GDP (same as current)

Percentage of GDP spent on
transportation infrastructure

4% (same as current)

2%

Oil price

USD 150 per barrel (Brent crude,
in 2014 U.S. dollars)

USD 100 per barrel (Brent crude,
in 2014 U.S. dollars)

Oil consumption

60% of oil consumed is imported

70% of oil consumed is imported

Demography

Economy

Energy

Introduction of effective GHG National carbon market in place by
emission–reduction systems
2020

National carbon market in place by
2020

Adoption of electric and
hybrid passenger cars

30% of the total fleet is electric and
hybrid passenger vehicles in 2030

20% of the total fleet is electric and
hybrid passenger vehicles in 2030

Adoption of E-2Ws

10% annual increase until 2030

2% annual increase until 2030
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Table 3.1. Comparison of Projections in the Two Scenarios — Continued

Descriptor	

the great reset		

slowing but growing

Transportation supply and constraints
Constraints on driving

Have been introduced also in secondand third-tier cities

Have barely changed; no further
constraints

Constraints on vehicle
ownership

Have been introduced also in secondand third-tier cities

Have barely changed; no further
constraints

Convenience of public transit a Has increased significantly; customized transit systems for different
tiers of cities

Has increased strongly, but mainly
for tier 1 cities

Convenience of interurban rail Strong growth

Moderate growth

Demand for domestic air
travel

Strong growth

Moderate growth

Parking management in
urban areas

Parking has remained a major issue

The parking situation has slightly
improved

Convenience of taxis and
car-sharing

Black taxis b have been legalized, and
car-sharing systems have been introduced slowly

Black taxis have been legalized, and
car-sharing systems have been
introduced slowly

Infrastructure for nonmotorized transportation
(i.e., walking and bicycling)

Has increased significantly

Has increased only slightly

a

By convenience, we mean a qualitative assessment of a variety of factors that, when taken together, increase the ease and desirability of using
transit. These include more bus stops and rail stations, more-frequent service, higher speeds, better provision of information (e.g., being able to
know in real time when the next vehicle is arriving), affordable fares, and the quality of the vehicles. We used convenience instead of demand
because we were interested in the factors that might encourage people to ride transit, not demand itself.
b
Black taxis are taxis that operate illegally.
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Key Drivers
Although similarities between the two scenarios exist, the key drivers that cause one path to emerge over
another are the important elements for anticipating and preparing for change. We identify key drivers partly
through the information in Figure A.2 in Appendix A, which shows how active or passive each descriptor is.
An active descriptor influences many other descriptors, while many descriptors influence a passive descriptor.
Active descriptors are therefore more important in influencing the entire system. Additionally, in the process
of writing the scenario narratives based on linking the descriptors and the reasons for the projections, we
identified an additional driver with high uncertainty—environmental conditions—that played a dominant role
in distinguishing the scenarios from each other. The future development of these three selected key drivers
will strongly affect other descriptors in the scenarios. Table 3.2 summarizes the three key drivers.

Table 3.2. Key Drivers with High Uncertainty in Future Development

SCENARIO
Key Driver

The Great Reset

Slowing but Growing

Economic growth

High

Moderate

Constraints on driving and vehicle ownership

Widespread in cities

Only in tier 1 cities

Environmental conditions

Improve

Worsen

For China, the three most-active descriptors are urbanization, economic growth, and the introduction of GHG
emission–reduction systems. However, for urbanization and GHG emission–reduction systems, our experts were
in strong agreement about a single future projection: an urbanization rate of about 70 percent and adoption of
GHG regulations by 2020. These constitute common projections, and we discuss them in the following section.
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Economic Growth
Economic growth, the second most highly active descriptor in the system, received very different projections.
Because of its influence on motorization and both intra- and intercity travel demand, we consider this a key
driver of future mobility in China.
The experts agreed that China’s historically high GDP growth rates would decrease by 2030; most observers
agree that no country can sustain double-digit growth rates indefinitely. However, that rate might slow slightly
or significantly. Indeed, in the past few years, China’s GDP growth has declined to between 7 and 9 percent.
The question for these scenarios is whether growth stabilizes at a higher rate or a lower one (still high by
international standards, but well below past rates).
Economic growth depends on many factors, only some of which are under direct government control. Higher
growth could occur as a result of a successful shift to consumption-driven growth, a reduction in corruption,
reform of the hukou system, or policies to allow more competition among companies (as opposed to propping
up state-owned enterprises). On the other hand, lower growth might result from turmoil in the financial
markets as a result of extremely high levels of debt, continuing trends of low labor productivity, or a lack of
a safety net for both retirement and health care that discourages consumption. Political unrest (especially if
unemployment increases) or demands for higher environmental quality (which was, to some extent, sacrificed
in the interest of increasing GDP) could hinder the government’s ability to encourage and steer growth.

Constraints on Driving and on Vehicle Ownership
A second key driver is constraints on driving and on vehicle ownership. Although these were separate descriptors
in the analysis, we combine them here because they both represent attempts to use regulations or channel
market forces to dampen the amount of personal car ownership and the use of cars. Both were rated fairly
active. Chinese cities have been far more assertive in developing such restrictions than cities in other
developed countries have (with the exception of Singapore, whose vehicle ownership constraints, adopted
several decades ago, were used as a model by Chinese cities), and these might well have a substantial effect
on motorization and driving that would lead to very different mobility outcomes.
These constraints already exist to a limited extent in several of the largest cities, and the question is whether
the enormous problems with congestion, air pollution, and lack of parking that led to the adoption of such
policies in first-tier cities might spread to second- and third-tier cities. These cities might look to their larger
neighbors and develop similar policies if they are shown to be effective.
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There are two sources of uncertainty with regard to this driver. The first is whether the policies succeed where
they are already implemented. They might be less effective if people find ways around them, if they are not
strictly enforced, or if they are watered down over time. (For example, Beijing has a black market in license
plates, which can be legally obtained only through a lottery that began in 2011 [Song, 2014]). The second is
whether cities will have the political will to implement them. In an atmosphere of general political discontent,
such a policy might become a flashpoint for protests. Although the need for such policies might become more
pronounced with higher economic growth, such growth might also mean that residents feel as though their
desires for increased mobility and status are being thwarted.

Environmental Conditions
The third driver is environmental conditions, which we did not include in our initial set of descriptors but
rather identified in the process of writing the scenario narratives. Participants at several of the workshops
discussed the impact of environmental conditions intensively as a reason for certain projections, especially in
the demographic and economic areas. We think that environmental conditions in China might play a key role in
influencing some of the descriptors. For example, prolonged drought might influence internal migration, which
could affect the percentage of population living in the eastern region. Extremely low air quality could discourage
business owners from locating factories and offices in certain cities, which could affect the proportion of the
economy generated in the eastern region.
Second, although the extent of environmental degradation has become more apparent over time, the trajectory
of these conditions is uncertain. For example, rainfall patterns could affect whether droughts become more
severe; climate change, whose influence is highly uncertain, might, in turn, affect rainfall. Third, both political
and economic considerations might affect environmental conditions through regulations, public pressure, and
spending on measures to clean up polluted land, air, and water.
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Common Projections
Although the overall focus of scenario planning is identifying alternative future developments, different
scenarios often share some common projections. This can happen because the expert panel provides only
one (relatively certain) projection for a specific descriptor or because the cluster analysis that underpins the
scenario-building process determined that one projection would fit both scenarios. This section presents those
projections that are common to both scenarios. Because their probabilities can be regarded as rather high, the
value of these factors is significant.
We present the factors in this section from the standpoint of 2030.

Geographic Distribution of Population
The proportion of the Chinese population living in the eastern region has grown to just over 40 percent. This
continues the previous trend, in which population has grown more quickly in the regions containing the cities
with the greatest economic opportunities. The infrastructure is good, incomes are higher than in other parts
of the country, and exports remain important, so it has been difficult to shift manufacturing activity westward,
given that the ports are so well-developed in the east.

Urbanization
China continued urbanizing rapidly, from a base of about half the population living in urban areas in the early
2010s to about 70 percent doing so by 2030. The pace of growth in the urban population slowed from its
previous rate of 4 percent annually, but the numbers kept rising as people continued to flock to urban areas
for better job opportunities. The government encouraged this trend as it sought to steer the economy toward
more consumption-based growth, which tends to require more urban consumers. China is now about where
most developed countries stand with regard to urbanization; geographically large countries tend to top out at
about 70 to 80 percent urbanized (United Nations, 2014).
The urbanization patterns differ slightly between the two scenarios. In the Great Reset, previous growth patterns
have continued to swell the tier 1 and 2 cities even further, especially as reform of the hukou system gave
migrants in those areas better access to schools, housing, and medical care. In Slowing but Growing, a higher
proportion of urban growth has taken place in medium and smaller cities because the difference in wages
between the larger and smaller cities is less pronounced and migrants are more likely to go to cities closer to
their current residences.
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Income Distribution
Income inequality, already high by world standards in the early 2010s, continued to increase. Rural populations
were left behind in terms of economic growth, and unskilled labor had relatively little bargaining power given
that people kept flocking to cities to work in factories. Although there have been attempts to reform a system
that resulted in a small number of people being extraordinarily wealthy, the government has continued to
rely on their support and the rich have continued to get richer. However, in the Great Reset, as a tighter labor
market and better wage gains helped shift some bargaining power to employees, in addition to more public
transparency, inequality peaked in 2025 and has declined modestly since, although still at levels higher than in
the 2010s. In Slowing but Growing, the increase continues.

Domestic Vehicle Production
The domestic vehicle industry has grown in the past decade, but fairly consistently with overall economic
growth. The industry has long been the world’s largest, hardly surprising because China also remains the
world’s largest purchaser of vehicles. However, the industry has never sprinted past overall economic growth,
in large part because a relatively small percentage of vehicles are exported. Therefore, domestic purchasing
power limits the industry to some extent.

Greenhouse-Gas Emission Controls
By 2020, the central government had implemented fairly far-reaching policies designed to reduce GHG
emissions. These began with pilot programs in the early 2010s and will be enshrined in the 13th five-year plan.
The main mechanism is a carbon-trading market, which the government has backed up with subsidies to
clean-energy technologies and requirements for each ministry. In terms of enforcement, provincial and local
officials will be evaluated on their ability to meet emission-reduction targets (the same way they have long
been evaluated on meeting economic growth targets). The push came from public demands for environmental
cleanup, a realization that degraded environmental conditions were affecting quality of life and thus the
party’s legitimacy, a change in the attitudes of the business community, and a desire to be viewed as a leader
in the international community.
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Automobility Without Ownership
Over time, shared modes began to operate more effectively. Many Chinese cities had long harbored illegal
taxis, but local governments began to bring them into the fold of regulated taxis through a combination of
incentives and stiffer penalties. The actual number of taxis has remained roughly constant. In addition,
car-sharing was introduced in quite a few cities and grew steadily in popularity. Although the intrinsic status
of car ownership remained, car-sharing also gives people who cannot afford to own a car the ability to rent
a luxury vehicle should the occasion require it.

Chapter Four
The Scenarios

In this chapter, we present the scenarios, the Great Reset and Slowing but Growing.
However, many of the seeds of future developments were already shown by 2014,
when we drafted the scenarios, so both scenarios, as well as the wild-card scenario,
begin from the origins described in this chapter. As is customary in scenario writing,
our vantage point is 2030, and we are looking backward to trace our steps over the
past 15 years.1 For ease of comparing prices, all dollar figures are expressed in
constant 2012 U.S. dollars so as to avoid making projections about inflation levels.

1

Where references are provided, they refer to past events or predictions by others. The remainder of the narrative is based largely on
speculation at the workshops about how events might unfold over time.
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Background to All Scenarios
China has experienced extremely rapid and sustained economic development over the past several decades.
Beginning with the Reform and Opening Up Policy in 1978,2 and the establishment of several Special Economic
Zones in coastal cities in the early 1980s,3 the country’s overall wealth and per capita GDP grew by double
digits over several decades. Much of this growth began with reforms in agriculture, which included a shift
from collective land ownership to a household-based system and removal of price controls (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development, 2010). This freed up rural laborers to migrate from their hometowns
to coastal cities with huge demands for factory labor. The pace of urbanization was enormous. China went
from 300 million people in urban areas in 1990 to almost 700 million in 2011, or from about one-quarter of its
residents living in cities to about half. Living standards for many have greatly increased.
Yet, by 2014, some cracks had appeared in China’s economic machine. Although problems had been simmering,
the response to the global financial crisis in 2008 marked a defining moment. To avoid an economic downturn
caused by slowing demand for exports, China adopted a roughly USD 585 billion stimulus package (Tsuruoka,
2014), which was largely fueled by borrowing.
Although the overall level of debt was not dangerously high by the standards of developed countries, three
problems became apparent. First, the debt-to-GDP ratio grew very quickly over the ensuing five-year period,
from 125 percent of GDP in 2008 to 200 percent in 2013 (Casey, 2013). Municipal and corporate debt levels
increased rapidly (household debt was a far smaller issue). Such rapid growth in debt is seldom sustainable.
Second, most of the growth took place in the shadow-banking system, a set of financial entities that are not
regulated the same way as the banks. Shadow banking was attractive to different groups for different reasons.
Many affluent households kept money in shadow banks for lack of other types of liquid investments. The stock
market was risky, and regular banks offered very low interest rates. Small- and medium-sized businesses borrowed
money from shadow banks because they had a difficult time getting capital from the state-run banks. Even
cities turned to off-the-books entities to borrow money and lease land because they did not have adequate
revenues of their own.
Third, both the central government and many cities used stimulus funds to build large amounts of infrastructure.
Although spending on roads, rail, and other important infrastructure is generally a good investment, some
argued that infrastructure was overbuilt, and much of it has been awaiting the increases in demand that would
justify them.

2
3

Reform and Opening Up (gaige kaifang) refers to a suite of policies adopted in 1978 that sought to modernize the economy, open China to
other countries economically, and gradually liberalize Chinese society.
Special Economic Zones are areas designated for special financial investment and trade policy, such as allowing direct foreign investment.
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In China’s case, the flip side of state overinvestment was private-sector underinvestment, meaning that private
businesses could not access capital to grow, and underconsumption, meaning that most people saved their
earnings rather than spending them. So, by the early 2010s, roughly half of the economy was driven by
government-controlled spending,4 not private businesses or households (Szamosszegi and Kyle, 2011).
Another major set of problems was in the housing sector. First, local governments, lacking stable sources
of revenue, had turned to long-term leases of developable land. They were in a shaky position if demand for
housing stagnated or fell, and, as noted above, many local governments were heavily in debt. Second, in the
largest first-tier cities, housing prices had inflated by the early 2010s to levels far beyond anything affordable
to an average household. In Shenzhen, for example, the ratio of the average house price to average income
was almost 18 to 1 (Yi and Tan, 2013), with any ratio over 5 to 1 considered unaffordable. Although the falling
prices in 2014 (Shao and Yao, 2014) might have helped resolve the affordability issue, they also meant that
property developers were losing money and at risk of defaulting on their loans.
Third, despite the affordability problems, more than 20 percent of homes in urban areas were vacant (Fung,
2014). In the first-tier cities, wealthy households purchased many of the vacant units as investments, with no
intention of living in them or renting them out. Housing was a desirable investment because of low interest
rates on bank savings, as well as volatility in the stock market. In second- and third-tier cities, housing
production was driven largely by local governments, which encouraged housing production as a source of
city revenue despite lack of demand. This resulted in “ghost cities” of vacant housing, vacant shopping
malls, and vacant office towers.
In addition to these economic difficulties, long-term environmental problems had surfaced. Air and water
pollution had reached dangerous levels. Air pollution contributed to 1.2 million premature deaths in 2010
(Goodell, 2014). Sixty percent of groundwater was too polluted to drink (Chang, 2014). Water reserves in the
northeast were declining rapidly; the water table under the North China Plain (which includes Beijing) has
dropped 1,000 ft. (about 300 m) since the 1970s (“All Dried Up,” 2013), and the region might run out of
groundwater within the next ten years, by 2040 (Yardley, 2007). Soil contamination remained a serious
problem as well; a report released in spring 2014 found that nearly 20 percent of all farmland was contaminated
(Wong, 2014).

4

Government-controlled spending includes that by state-owned enterprises and entities that the state indirectly controls
(Szamosszegi and Kyle, 2011, p. 1).
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Reforms Shift Growth from Government to Businesses and Households
Several early reforms set the stage for this controlled slowdown in economic growth. One was liberalizing the
deposit interest rate, which injected more market-based competition into state banking and led to more-efficient
allocation of capital. Smaller firms could get loans that previously flowed largely to state-owned enterprises.
This reform also generated higher returns on household savings, meaning that middle-class and wealthy
people were willing to keep their savings in regulated banks as opposed to shadow banks. A related reform
was to allow Chinese residents to invest in international stock markets, thus giving people other venues for
investment.
As part of this liberalization, the central government declined to step in when several state-owned enterprises
were about to default on bonds. Observers took this as a signal that the central government was not going to
continue to prop up failing companies and instead would allow banks to make more market-based decisions
about lending. New banks were allowed to open as well. In addition, the amount of government spending on
infrastructure began to decline as an intended result of deliberately pulling back on expensive but unproductive
projects.
The Chinese Communist Party also took measures that boosted confidence in the economy and political system.
As a result of liberalizing the banking system, the old corrupt practices of lending based on personal connections
declined. This “cleaner” system also provided for more-aggressive protection of intellectual property rights—
the laws had been on books, but now they were enforced far more vigorously—and this allowed both start-up
businesses and foreign firms to function more normally, as opposed to fearing the theft of their best ideas
with limited legal recourse.
Cities were allowed to implement property taxes on their own, without central government interference or
permission. Although the taxes were not initially popular with residents, they provided a more stable basis of
local funding and relieved cities of the financial need to continue urbanizing at sometimes-unsustainable rates.
A few cities even experimented with variable-rate property taxes, taxing vacant land at higher rates to encourage
compact development.
China now spends about 4 percent of its GDP on transportation projects (the same as in 2013). The investments made in the 2010s had been largely sufficient to meet the demands of urbanization at that time, and
the rate fell for a few years. Now, new investments are needed to build out more key connections, refurbish
those links in the system that were straining under heavy use (generally in HSR and airports), and anticipate
future demand. (The creation in 2014 of both the New Development Bank by China, India, Russia, Brazil, and
South Africa and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank [in which China has more than half the shares]
as a counterweight to the World Bank and IMF provided opportunities for Chinese firms to undertake infrastructure investment abroad but did not significantly expand the amount of infrastructure spending in China
[“Why China Is Creating a New ‘World Bank’ for Asia,” 2014; Eichengreen, 2014].)
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By 2020, a comprehensive retirement system was put into place, partly as an acknowledgment that the
population was aging rapidly and partly to help lower saving rates, which had remained high by international
standards. Reform of the health care system began around this time as well, providing more-reliable access
to doctors and hospitals at affordable rates.
The retirement system and health care reforms helped boost consumer spending because people were no
longer saving to extremes to avoid poverty in old age. This brought the ratio of investment and consumer
spending into a better balance. The increase in consumer spending also contributed to an increase in GDP,
which saw earlier increases of roughly 7 percent annually slow to 6 percent after about 2020.

Environmental Improvements Help Reinforce the Government’s Legitimacy
An important component of reform was taking China’s increasingly dire environmental problems seriously,
instead of trying to cover them up. By the early 2010s, the central government was already seeing worsening
environmental conditions as a threat to party legitimacy that deserved serious attention, rather than a problem
that could be hidden by economic growth. This realization, along with some early successes on the anticorruption front, compelled the central government to take stringent steps to curb the worst offenders.
One place to make some immediate gains was in better enforcement of existing regulations. In the late 2010s,
a scandal erupted when several massive algae blooms in one of China’s most-important lakes rendered water
undrinkable for weeks. Bowing to public pressure, the central government announced immediate actions to
more rigorously enforce water discharge. Although there was some skepticism, the additional inspectors and
high fines remained in place after the initial scare had abated. Even more importantly, the central government
allocated some of the new revenue from fines to the cities for cleanup efforts, creating an incentive to hold
polluters accountable. This created a new constituency for reform: local leaders who benefited from the
revenue source.
A second major initiative was the climate regulations that came into effect in 2020. This initiative had three
broad components. First, it extended the carbon emission–trading markets that were established in 2013 in five
pilot cities to the rest of the country. A third party evaluates reductions from these markets under a monitoring,
reporting, and verification protocol. Second, it created a carbon tax. Although more opposition had been
expected from the private sector, the pilot programs ran very smoothly, and a national consensus emerged
that environmental protection was a key priority. Finally, the central government imposed an additional tax on
gasoline to encourage a shift toward NEVs.
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The central government took the bold step of making GHG emission reductions part of government officials’
promotion criteria, which made provincial and city leaders take the pronouncement seriously. This had initially
gone into effect in early 2015 (Kuhn, 2014), but, like many pronouncements from the central government, it
took a little time to make the actual changes to enforce it. Seeing them in concert with the water enforcement,
people gained confidence that the reforms might be serious. Evidence that people could see backed up the
party’s claims. The phrase “you can’t fake a blue sky” was often quoted admiringly as proof that progress was
under way (Kuhn, 2014).
The new climate regulations led to noticeable improvements in air quality as coal-fired power plants were closed
down. Drivers who bought cars that met the new China VI pollution control standards5 received incentives in
the form of lower registration fees (or, in those cities with auctions or lottery systems, a guaranteed registration).
The combination of these measures reduced some of the smog hanging over cities.
Although the policies were important, the country was also fortunate that some of the more-dismal environmental
predictions did not come to pass. Some had suggested, back in the 2010s, that the aquifer in the North China
Plain might dry out if rainfall remained at historic lows. Climate change might have well aggravated the drought,
but rainfall resumed normal levels and, at least for now, the aquifer can still supply drinking water to that region.
Also, although much of coastal China was and is vulnerable to sea-level rise and flooding, no such events have
occurred in the past ten years. One typhoon blew in around 2020 and caused severe damage to some buildings,
but this happened in a largely rural area. Some of the larger coastal cities have begun to take steps to limit
building in flood plains, although progress is slow and many think that the coastal region remains at risk,
regulation or not.

Population and Internal Migration Continued to Slow
Population growth continued to slow, settling at an average annual increase of 0.34 percent, so, in 2030, the
total population is 1.44 billion. This modest growth, lower than in previous decades, resulted in part from latent
demand from some couples to have larger families now that the one-child policy has been relaxed.

5

China has adopted a series of pollution-control standards for vehicle fuels that have progressively lowered sulfur and particulate-matter
emissions. The China VI standard, which follows China I through China V, has been under development since 2014 (U.S. Department of
State, 2014).
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Other demographic trends have shifted modestly as well. Labor-force participation has increased from
76 percent in 2010 to 80 percent today, partly because of provisions in the retirement reforms that required
higher retirement ages. The percentage of family households has declined slightly because marriages are
delayed and young singles live apart from their birth families.
Two intertwined trends that accompanied the extraordinary growth in the 1990s and 2000s have continued:
income inequality and urbanization. While economic growth continued at rates many countries would envy,
income inequality continued to grow as well. China’s income inequality was one of the highest in the world
in the early 2010s (Xie and Zhou, 2014). As incomes of the lowest 40 percent of the population stagnated,
mostly in the rural areas and smaller cities, and those of the middle class increased only slightly, those of the
top 10 percent continued to pull further away. This pattern held true through about 2025; the flow of rural
labor to the cities means that business owners have little incentive to raise wages by very much, and workers
mostly lack any bargaining power. Even where wages have increased, the rising cost of living means that many
workers are not seeing their standards of living increase. However, inequality peaked in 2025; since then, it has
ameliorated to some extent.
Urbanization has also continued strongly in the past 15 years. From roughly half the population living in cities
in the early 2010s, the proportion is now about 70 percent. Demand for urbanization had been kept artificially
low through the 2000s via the hukou system, but China is now at an urbanization level similar to that of
mature economies. Since the 2010s, the government has changed course to actively encourage the movement
to cities because urban consumers are now the backbone of the economy.
In the 1990s and 2000s, urbanization meant a continued flow of people to eastern coastal cities, but this is no
longer the case. The eastern region does remain China’s economic driver because these provinces successfully
transitioned to a more service-based economy and manufacturing moved westward. The labor pools in eastern
cities are still substantially better educated and experienced, making it harder for other regions to develop or
attract the firms that would create higher-paying jobs.
However, demand for continued internal migration to the east was not as high as anticipated because the
central and western regions were able to absorb many of the less-skilled jobs as the eastern region moved
“up the value chain” into a more service-based and higher-wage economy. Hukou reform also made it easier
for individual job-seekers from the countryside to migrate to cities in the central and western regions. The
share of population in the east did not change much from the mid-2010s, remaining steady at about 40 percent,
and the share of economic output remained unchanged at about half.
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Energy Use Is Growing, but Slowly
Oil prices are high, about USD 150 per barrel in 2030. Demand from other developing countries (particularly
India) has pushed prices higher, similar to China’s role in the world market in the 2000s. As noted later, NEVs
have made some inroads, but gasoline-powered vehicles remain the primary private mode, so demand has
remained high. As noted earlier, the climate regulations included specific gasoline taxes, so gas prices were
higher for both reasons.
The percentage of China’s domestic oil consumption supplied by imports has continued to rise very gradually,
from 55 percent in 2013 to 60 percent by 2030. High prices have also spurred some additional domestic production, which has offset what might otherwise have been higher imports. Although there are multiple sources
of demand, the restrictions that many cities impose on vehicle ownership and driving affect the relatively slow
rate of growth in the oil import share. Such policies were once found only in the first-tier megacities, but, with
consumer spending increasing, the demand for vehicles exploded in second- and third-tier cities, and even, by
the late 2020s, fourth-tier cities. In addition, the high growth in the market for NEVs meant that oil consumption
in the transportation section was growing at a slower rate than the number of total kilometers traveled was.

Car Manufacturing Expands and Ownership Rises
The Chinese car industry has been expanding. In 2030, production is roughly 50 million vehicles per year, both
passenger vehicles and trucks. A growing auto industry also helped other related industries (everything from
car repair to advertising and component manufacturing) to prosper.
Most cars produced in China are sold in the domestic market, where many households are still purchasing
their first car. The share of exports has risen from 5 to 10 percent (including both light-duty and commercial
vehicles). The earliest export markets were in developing countries, where low-priced Chinese vehicles were
more attractive than more-expensive American and Japanese models. Since the mid-2020s, when engineering
expertise improved and safety problems were resolved, a modest share of exports has gone to the United
States, Japan, and Australia.
One place where Chinese manufacturing has become competitive is in hybrids and EVs. The increased adherence
to intellectual property protection helped reassure foreign manufacturers operating in China that innovations
in these areas were safe to introduce. Some even think that Chinese EVs might take off in the United States,
where the market is expanding because of high oil prices; thus far, though, that has not happened.
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As incomes have risen, car ownership has also increased to roughly 240 vehicles per 1,000 people, far higher
than in 2014 (when it was less than 100 per 1,000 people) but still below ownership levels in developed countries
(Japan, for example, had just under 600 personal vehicles per 1,000 people in the 2000s). Much of the increase
has taken place in second- and third-tier cities, which could still accommodate them. In the first-tier cities, the
number of vehicles has continued to grow, but no longer explosively. The total passenger-vehicle fleet is about
345 million.

Constraints on Driving and Vehicle Ownership Spread Widely
Parking remains problematic: Supply long ago outstripped demand, and cars were being purchased at such a fast
rate that cities could not physically keep up. In the late 2010s, several cities adopted Tokyo’s “proof-of-parking”
requirement that each aspiring car owner prove that he or she has an off-street parking space available before
being allowed to purchase a car (Asian Development Bank, 2011). However, the wealthy always seem to manage to
find places to keep their multiple vehicles, and parking enforcement is not as effective as it might be.
In response, quite a few second- and third-tier cities saw public campaigns to increase restraints on ownership.
City populations pressured their leaders, who were also facing demands for better air quality, to impose
various types of restrictions that mirrored the auctions and lotteries for car ownership rights that started in
Beijing and Shanghai. The Shanghai model of auctioning license plates has been viewed as more effective at
dampening vehicle ownership—indeed, as early as 2011, auto ownership was considerably lower in Shanghai than
Beijing despite that city having higher incomes than Beijing (Kishimoto, Paltsev, and Karplus, 2012). Although
several cities have tried lotteries modeled on Beijing’s, these have been less effective because those with
money would prefer to compete at auction. Public opinion about the lotteries remains divided, with those who
favor more environmental regulation still supporting restrictions and many in the growing middle class feeling
resentful that cars remain financially out of reach.
Cities also adopted constraints on driving as congestion continued to be a major problem. (Rising gas prices
did little to discourage driving because, with higher incomes, those who can afford to buy cars can generally
afford to drive them.) Experiments with odd–even license plates were unsuccessful, but time-of-day pricing
became fairly common. Widespread intercity tolls had accustomed Chinese drivers to paying for the roads,
so it was not a major leap for a third-tier city of about 2 million residents to implement in 2022 a time-of-day
pricing system modeled on Singapore’s Electronic Road Pricing. Every time a driver passes a certain point, the
system automatically deducts a fee from a debit card inserted into a transponder in the vehicle. The fee varies
with the time of day. Other cities followed. Several cities have even integrated this card with their transit
system so that someone can use one account to pay for both transit fares and road charges. The revenues
were used to provide more and better transit service.
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Although there were discussions of cordon charges, which are charges imposed on drivers entering a central
area (as has been done in Singapore and London for decades now), the sprawling nature of most Chinese cities
made this impractical because they have few highly concentrated central business districts. Widely watched
efforts in two other cities to institute road-use fees based on all kilometers driven were met with protests, and
officials backed off.
By the early 2020s, about 40 percent of urban residents lived in areas with some type of restraint on either
ownership or driving. That percentage has continued to rise and now stands at 65 percent.

The Market for New-Energy Vehicles and Telematics Grew
As policies to restrain both vehicle ownership and use were adopted in the early 2020s, China also saw an
uptick in demand for EVs and hybrid vehicles. Several reasons contributed to this development: Some cities
treated these vehicles more leniently than conventional vehicles, the cost differential declined as China’s
technology sector boomed, and the higher cost was less of a deciding factor as incomes rose. Additionally,
climate regulations passed in 2020 made gasoline-powered vehicles less attractive because of the increase in
gas prices that resulted.
With regard to technological change, several important developments shaped the use of cars in the past
15 years. The biggest story is that NEVs—a category that includes both hybrids and PHEVs—has grown to about
30 percent of the vehicle fleet, one of the highest percentages in the world. Because the fleet continues to
grow, and first-time buyers purchase most vehicles, this percentage was easier to achieve in China than in
countries with a mature vehicle market, in which the majority of purchases are replacements.
This high adoption rate was partly due to increasing government subsidies on top of falling prices for the
vehicles themselves. One key innovation was a fast-charging battery whose performance did not degrade over
time. Previous fast charging had been associated with far shorter battery life, requiring expensive new batteries
on a regular basis. Fast charging reduced the problem of using EVs for long trips because a battery could
recharge in about 20 minutes. As charging stations sprung up on the outskirts of cities and along intercity
expressways, they were often colocated with rest areas and food stalls, where a driver could take a short
break while his or her battery charged.
The success of the reforms helped technology innovation flourish as investors felt more confident that their
intellectual property would be protected. Smaller technology-based businesses were better able to borrow
money than in the early 2010s, when most capital flowed to lumbering state-owned enterprises.
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Much of this effort went toward telematics, in-vehicle technologies that collect data and provide information to
drivers, often in real time. In particular, as demand for parking remained high—even with constraints on vehicle
ownership—parking assist–type technologies became popular, as did those that made locating legal spaces
easier. These probably spread the most quickly: Drivers without them increasingly struggled to find legal
spaces and paid the price in tickets as parking enforcement became a solid revenue source for some cities.
Several investors also gambled big on similar technologies to reroute drivers around congestion. However,
with congestion as bad as it is in many cities, routes around congested areas are hard to find, and these never
gained in popularity as much as the parking locators did.
In addition, the connections between smartphones and vehicles became increasingly important. Ride-sharing
services similar to the early Uber really took off in the late 2010s as constraints on vehicle ownership made
purchasing a vehicle more expensive. Professional drivers provide those services because those who can
afford vehicles do not need to make extra money in their downtime. Most new cars are equipped with mobile
Wi-Fi hotspots so that passengers need not miss a minute of online chatting.
Although there was a flurry of activity in the mid- to late 2010s around the promise of autonomous vehicles, so
far, very little commercialization has occurred. Certain advanced driver-assistance systems have become
standard on many vehicles, such as brake assist and adaptive cruise control. But a combination of technological
and policy problems has prevented anything resembling full autonomy. One key problem was that the sheer
growth in roads because of the pace of urbanization made keeping city maps updated impossible. For another,
many drivers remained concerned about potential hacking. Although a growing number of highly automated
vehicles (that allow hands-free and foot-free driving in such situations as traffic jams) came to market by
2030, fully autonomous vehicles are not yet available in China. Auto manufacturers and technology firms have
looked to other countries for their first autonomous-vehicle markets.
E-bikes have also continued to play a large role in transportation, and growth has been substantial. They serve as
a bridge to car ownership and are especially common in rural areas, as well as outlying suburban areas of large
cities. The development of battery technology for cars has also made batteries for e-bikes more efficient and
longer-lasting as well, so today’s e-bike has a longer life for the same purchase price as an e-bike ten years ago.
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Demand for Long-Distance Travel Continues to Soar
Rising economic growth led to strong increases in demand for intercity rail and air travel. The HSR network
already contained 6,800 miles of track by 2014, up from literally nothing in 2007 when the ambitious program
began. Now there are about 12,500 miles of track and 2.5 million riders per day, nearly double the 1.3 million
daily riders in 2012 (Y. Wang, 2013). The longest-distance routes, such as Beijing to Guangzhou, have never
attracted many riders because the only slightly lower ticket price hardly makes up for the five-hour difference
in travel time (the HSR trip takes eight hours, while the plane trip only three). However, between cities separated
by shorter distances, ridership has continued to grow at a very healthy pace. Some discounts are provided to
entice middle-class riders, but most of the riders are affluent and can afford the full price.
Although two other high-profile crashes have occurred since the 2011 train derailment in Wenzhou,6 the
emphasis on reform has led to reconstruction of track that was not built in accordance with safety standards.
This higher confidence in safety, along with rising incomes, has made HSR successful.
Growth in airline travel has been equally robust. The main beneficiaries have been city pairs far enough apart
that air has a definite advantage over HSR. Much of the travel is for business purposes; even though the
economy continues to concentrate in the eastern coastal cities, front-office types are still visiting factories in
the central and western areas. Domestic tourism has been growing steadily as well.

Use of Transit and Nonmotorized Modes Remains Strong
Higher city revenues from both property taxes and road pricing have also been available to invest aggressively
in nonmotorized infrastructure. One model city instituted a successful program that increased the use of
walking and bicycling. It involved three elements: a clever marketing campaign promoting the “kingdom of
bicycles” as a status symbol; major investments in bicycle lanes, off-street greenways, bike-sharing, and
better sidewalks; and heightened enforcement of illegal parking. In a move borrowed from Finland (“Motorist
Gets £80,000 Fine for Speeding in Finland,” 2013), the city tied illegal-parking fines to income, and several
eye-popping fines—widely discussed on microblogs—convinced drivers that the city meant business. The city
became a frequent destination for city planners looking to implement similar systems.
Planners’ interest was growing in part because, even with restrictions on vehicle ownership, parking remained
a major issue in many cities. Many cities lacked centrally located land on which to construct surface parking
lots or even multistory garages.

6

The July 2011 crash, the first on China’s HSR system, killed 40 people and injured 192. Although the direct cause of the crash was a
lightning strike on a signal box, the official investigation uncovered a history of design flaws and serious safety problems (Osnos, 2012).
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Commuting times have been slowly increasing with urbanization, but the trend of factory workers living near
their places of employment has also continued. Also, as part of late-2010s reforms, local governments have
been less disposed to resettling residents in far-flung developments, which had so often resulted in protests.
Instead, those governments paid more attention to building new developments closer to existing urbanized
areas that could more easily be served with rail. The trend of building entirely new cities on greenfield sites
has abated as well.
Transit has also continued to play an important role, especially in the second- and third-tier cities that benefited
from major new urban transit projects, including heavy rail, light rail, and BRT. Although transit use in China
has always been high by world standards, in many cities, the investments in transit have prevented additional
growth in driving.

Opportunities and Challenges Lie Ahead
China has managed its way through what might have become a serious economic crisis in the 2010s and has
a solid economic basis on which to build. Inequality remains a problem, and one major goal is now to spread
the wealth more evenly so that more people benefit. Growth in travel demand will eventually slow now that the
intercity network is built out and constraints remain on owning and driving personal vehicles. The environmental
movement will likely play a larger role in the future as more Chinese people recognize that responding to
environmental and climate problems means major lifestyle changes and not just regulation. In the cities,
quality-of-life issues will assume a more prominent role in policy, and the cities that are best able to compete
will be those that can attract new residents based on amenities and not simply jobs.
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A Financial Crisis Sparks Economic Slowdown
Although the central government signaled its intentions to make some key reforms that would have steered the
economy away from a financial crisis, political pressures made such reforms difficult. Decades of cozy business
relationships had created entrenched interests. Well-connected business people, especially those connected with
state-owned enterprises, successfully lobbied to keep their firms afloat, on the grounds of maintaining
employment and political stability, even if that required bailouts of firms that otherwise would have gone
bankrupt.
Several high-profile bailouts took place in the mid-2010s, with details remaining secretive (Wang Jiamei, 2014;
“China: A Question of Trust,” 2014), and the shadow banks continued to operate with impunity. Although the
government announced in early 2014 the formation of new banks intended to serve as competition with the
four state-run banks (Das, 2014), these did not materialize, and interest rates remained at such low levels
that people with serious money to invest continued to use “wealth management products” (essentially a type
of shadow bank that makes loans using funds deposited by wealthy investors). Even though cities had been
warned about continuing to borrow at unsustainable rates, they lacked other sources of funding for expansion
and ignored the central government.
In 2017, when officials became more concerned about mounting debt, some nonperforming loans from shadow
banks did go into default. There began to be a clearer signal that the government would backstop the official
banks but not necessarily the shadow banks.
These defaults triggered a financial crisis, although its effects were felt most strongly in certain sectors and
cities, rather than the whole country and the whole economy. In second- and third-tier cities, where there was
the largest mismatch between high-profile infrastructure and housing projects and actual population growth,
housing values declined quite sharply, leading to defaults by the local governments’ financial vehicles that had
borrowed money to build them. This led to protests in some cities, when owners realized that their main assets
were worth far less than they had paid for them.
The housing-market crisis in these cities, in turn, led to declines in demand for many industrial products (such
as steel and cement). The woes of real estate developers thus spread to these industries as well. The price
of coal also continued the downward spiral that had its roots in the late 2000s (“China: A Question of Trust,”
2014) as first-tier cities announced plans to transition to less-polluting energy sources. These sectors of the
economy flat-lined for a year or two.
The state-controlled banks were able to absorb some of the losses from nonperforming loans because they
had large amounts of capital available. But many of the shadow-banking entities were forced to close, and
some investors lost substantial sums.
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Reform Remains Difficult
The weak banking reforms were just one sign of the broader difficulties in implementing meaningful reforms
against all forms of corruption. Although ambitious efforts began in the mid-2010s to root out a variety of
forms of corruption, sustaining momentum proved too difficult politically. The problems of corruption proved
to be more a consequence of structural incentives than of individual malfeasance, and the anticorruption
campaign grew to be seen as a politically motivated rather than a sincere attempt to reduce corruption. Some
corrupt business people were savvy enough to ensure that they were not targeted, thus limiting the campaign’s
effectiveness.
As corruption had grown to the point at which it was threatening economic efficiency, foreign investors were
less willing to invest in China, especially given that other developing countries were cleaning up their own
acts. Enforcement of intellectual property rights has remained weak, and several well-publicized cases involved
Australian and U.S. firms going bankrupt as Chinese competitors undercut them with stolen ideas for new
products. In other cases, Chinese regulatory authorities pursued Western firms on questionable charges of
anticompetitive practices and other alleged illegal business activities, and the nature of the Chinese legal
system made it difficult for firms to defend themselves.
Because the government did not sufficiently tackle the problem of banks making loans to less-productive industries, government spending on infrastructure continues to be high. The government still looks to infrastructure
spending for a stimulus effect, although its impact is quite modest given that overcapacity plagues many
sectors. However, spending on transportation infrastructure is down because environmental problems are
considered more pressing. Much government spending has shifted focus, and the transportation sector
receives only 2 percent of GDP.
The government also did not achieve major changes in retirement and health care policies, even though there
had been some attempts to initiate such reforms. Although an initial phase of health care reform was announced
in 2009, the reforms stalled. As a result, people continued to save large amounts in regular banks, which were
safer but still carried low interest rates. Although people expressed concern about the safety of their bank
deposits, they had few other choices for long-term savings. The overall saving rate declined as the population
aged and older people drew down their savings for living expenses.
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After one year with only 2 percent growth (far lower than during the global financial crisis of 2008), GDP growth
rebounded to about 3 to 4 percent annually through the mid-2020s and rose to about 5 percent by 2030. This
rebound was attributed to efforts undertaken after the crisis to focus more on the sectors of the economy that
support growth in consumer demand. This was not immediately successful. The problems in the banking sector
and what felt like a recession sufficiently spooked the Chinese population that consumer spending remained
low through the early 2020s, making rebalancing the economy and getting away from reliance on investment
difficult during that period. However, during the past five years, spending has improved, and the overall
economy with it.
The share of the economy in the eastern region has gradually declined to about 40 to 45 percent, down from
roughly half in the early 2010s. Declines in the export share of inexpensive factory goods have made fewer
jobs available, and lower housing prices in other regions have lured many previous migrants back, while others
who might have left for jobs on the east coast stayed put and found jobs locally. The eastern region could not
shift quickly to a more white-collar economic base. Businesses in these service sectors lacked access to capital
to grow, in part because reforms in the banking sector were not fully realized and smaller firms still had
difficulties getting loans.

Environmental Problems Remain Incompletely Addressed
Although the government has attempted to address environmental problems seriously, such efforts have not
always been successful. Sometimes, this was because the solutions were insufficient, and sometimes this was
because the effects of climate change were worse than anticipated.
One major issue was water. Two of the three branches of the South–North Water Diversion Project, an ambitious
plan to bring water to the northeast of the country, had opened prior to the financial crisis (Kuo, 2014; Zhao,
2014), but water supplies in the source provinces had begun to dry up as well. With GDP growth down from
previous levels, increasing water prices to encourage conservation was too politically dangerous. That continued
overuse of water, combined with rainfall below historical norms, made water scarce in the northeast, including
Beijing. Although strict limits on water use have helped a little, they were also too little too late, and officials now
anticipate that more and more people will move out of the region. Some have already begun to do so.
Activists were able to secure some meaningful changes in water-discharge enforcement, which improved water
quality but did not address the issue of scarcity. These limits have dampened the previously high growth in
some manufacturing industries, so they have not been universally praised.
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Another issue was food safety, much of which was linked to soil contamination. After several well-publicized
scandals involving tainted food, people began protesting. These drew more government response than previous
demonstrations had as the government sought to hang on to its legitimacy. One response was more transparency
in information related to soil pollution levels, and, by the late 2020s, many major cities had brownfield programs to
clean up contaminated lands previously occupied by factories.
China did pass major climate legislation in 2020, including both an emission-trading system and a carbon tax.
However, implementation of its many provisions was slow, so public could not see the anticipated effects on
air quality right away, despite the enormous publicity around the law’s adoption. People remained somewhat
skeptical that real changes would take place. Even though government data showed improvements in air
quality, many believed that the numbers were not totally reliable.
A final challenge has been the increase in severe storms along the Pearl River Delta, which have caused
widespread flooding in cities on multiple occasions. Official responses have included stronger building
codes—it became obvious after one flood that more people would have survived had their apartment
buildings been better able to withstand the pounding winds—and more-stringent enforcement. But little
has been done to advance a more permanent solution of restricting development in those areas most
vulnerable to flooding.

The Population Barely Grows, but Urbanization Continues
The population in 2030 is just shy of 1.4 billion; the average growth rate since 2014 has been 0.18 percent,
continuing its previous decline. At some point in the not-too-distant future, the overall population will likely
begin to decline, but that point is probably five to ten years away. Despite higher incomes, people did not rush
to take advantage of the liberalization of the one-child policy in the 2010s; many struggled to earn enough to
provide for one child amid rising housing prices, costs of living, and competition for the best schools. Even if
the fertility rate had increased, given the existing structure, the population would have continued to age.
Urbanization has continued, although the growth has been more in the inland cities than in the coastal ones.
In part, this is because of the environmental problems in the northeast, and in part it is because some
manufacturing jobs have shifted toward central and eastern regions.
The problem of highly unequal income distribution also continues. Although the economy has improved overall
since the problems of the late 2010s, much of the gains have gone to the wealthiest 10 percent of the population.
The 30 percent of the Chinese population who live in rural areas continue to seriously lag behind their urban
counterparts in income. New migrants to cities have found that wages for lower-skilled work have not increased
much, leaving them far behind urban workers in professional occupations. This explains how what many observers think is a respectable rate of GDP growth coexists with stubborn poverty.
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Energy Prices Remain Level
Oil has remained at its 2013 price, at about USD 100 per barrel. Demand is high despite the slowdown because
people have continued to buy cars, and China now imports 70 percent of its oil. Because oil is not extremely
expensive, government has invested little in finding new domestic sources. The mild recession of the late 2010s
has also affected demand in other developing countries (such as Brazil and India), which has kept oil prices stable.

Car Manufacturing and Ownership Grow but Not Rapidly
The car industry has been growing at a pace just below GDP growth. Total vehicle production reached 25 million
in the early 2020s and has since grown to just over 35 million vehicles per year. Although vehicle ownership levels have been rising—in 2030, the total fleet size is roughly 260 million, or about 185 vehicles per
1,000 people—some observers had expected that the fleet would be even larger by now.
Domestic demand remains reasonably strong; once an urban resident reaches a certain income threshold, a
car is generally the first major purchase. Also, there have been relatively few new ownership restrictions, such
as auctions or lotteries for license plates. These remain in place in some first-tier cities, but the faltering
economy in the late 2010s discouraged many second- and third-tier local governments from instituting additional
constraints on driving and vehicle ownership. But the income gap means that car ownership is still financially
out of reach for the majority of the Chinese population.
Vehicle exports (both cars and commercial vehicles) have continued to rise from about 1 million in 2012 to
3.5 million in 2030, accounting for about 10 percent of vehicle production in China. China’s initial export
markets were almost exclusively developing countries, especially in South America, the Middle East, and Africa.
As these countries’ economies grew, their demand for inexpensive Chinese vehicles did as well.
However, China has not quite unlocked the market in mature economies, in which more-advanced safety
technologies and sophisticated emission controls are highly desirable and, in many cases, mandated. Chinese
exports have been more successful in countries where lower prices remain the most important factor in vehicle
purchase decisions. Given the difficulties of reform and the lack of more market-based incentives, Chinese
manufacturers have been unable to shift to higher value–added technologies.
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New-Energy Vehicles and Vehicle Technologies Still Hold Promise
Growth in EVs and hybrids has been robust, and NEVs now constitute about 20 percent of the passenger
fleet. This represents an enormous increase over levels in the early 2010s, when high price tags and a lack
of charging infrastructure stymied ambitious plans to increase numbers of NEVs produced. It was, of course,
easier for NEVs to amass a larger share of the fleet in China than in developed countries because so many car
purchases in China represented additions to the total fleet (as opposed to being replacement vehicles). Still,
this share was not as high as hoped—there was an ambitious target of 30 percent of the fleet in 2030 (the
well-publicized “30 in 30” campaign). However, like with past targets, the reality fell short.
Several factors contributed to the growth in NEV numbers. First, in keeping with the new climate regulations,
those cities with ownership restrictions made exceptions for NEV owners to encourage people to purchase
NEVs instead of conventional vehicles. Second, although the overall level of state investment in transportation
infrastructure declined markedly, charging stations were a key exception to this pattern and received substantial
outlays. The number of stations increased from a few tens of thousands 20 years ago to hundreds of thousands
today. This public infrastructure was particularly important given that most Chinese vehicle owners cannot
charge their NEVs overnight in a private space. So employer-based charging is very important, as are public
stations for those who do not commute by car.
Finally, the central government pressured many cities to purchase more NEVs, such as transit buses and
municipal fleet vehicles. This led to positive spillover effects as factories gained skill in producing NEVs and
potential buyers became accustomed to seeing them on the roads.
The growth of in-vehicle telematics has been large, but, again, many expected it to be even larger. Constraints
continue on access to online services, and vehicles are no exception. One growth area has been services that
help drivers navigate congestion, which remains a serious problem in many cities. Real-time data help drivers
identify less-congested routes, which is especially helpful for truck drivers and taxi services. However, as more
and more drivers use them, the advantages have become smaller as more people can find those “hidden” routes.
Roadside assistance is another popular telematic service because the number of crashes remains high and people
worry about being stranded on long-distance trips. The car can automatically signal its location and summon
police or ambulance services. However, this capability is expensive, so it is used mostly by affluent drivers.
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E-bikes—both the electric-assisted bicycles and the electric scooters, as well as everything in between—are an
important mode for those urban dwellers who cannot yet afford cars. Growth has been steady, and they are
seemingly everywhere. Their appeal is in making trips that are too far to walk and too inconvenient for transit.
Although some cities had attempted to ban them previously, those days are over, and cities have instead tried
to accommodate them with separate lanes and, in some cases, even off-street paths. Some models travel too
fast to mix safely with pedestrian traffic, so a few places have three types of roadways—for cars, for e-bikes,
and for totally nonmotorized traffic. But this is more of an experiment and does not seem likely to constitute
a future model.
Smartphones have also enabled substantial growth in ride-sharing and car-sharing. Although owning a luxury
foreign car continues to be a status symbol, for many households, the ability to access a car when needed fills
an important void. Although people might still aspire to owning a car one day, these modes are quite popular
for now. Some vehicle owners drive for ride-sharing services on the side to earn extra money, and, despite a
few well-publicized fatal crashes and high-profile crimes, the public continues to use these services because
they cannot purchase cars.

Long-Distance Travel Shows Slow, Steady Growth ...
Lower annual economic growth has led to only modest growth in demand for HSR and air travel. The HSR
network has been built out to about 12,500 miles of track, and it serves about 2 million riders per day, about
50 percent more daily riders than it carried in 2013. The government’s continued reliance on investment meant
that plans for the full HSR network were carried out, even as demand failed to reach projected levels. Most of
the Chinese population still cannot afford tickets; although HSR tickets generally cost less than airline tickets,
they are still more expensive than regular train tickets. Air travel has seen a similar rate of growth: steady
but not spectacular. Some attribute this to China’s aging population, an immense group who travel less than
younger people.
One outcome of this steady growth for both HSR and air travel is that some airlines have begun working with
the Ministry of Transport to carry some potential air travelers by rail instead. Such integrated air–rail service
means that, even when a customer books an airline ticket, part of the trip takes place on rail through cooperation
between the airline and the rail services. This has helped airlines make up revenues they might otherwise have
lost to rail. The climate legislation made air travel more expensive because it is less energy-efficient than rail
for long-distance travel (and both are preferable to cars).
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... Along with Transit and Nonmotorized Travel
The largest cities have continued to invest in transit systems, particularly heavy rail. City officials had hoped
that the investment would stimulate the economy. Although it provided only a modest boost, it has definitely
increased ridership, and these expanding modern systems have attracted plenty of demand, even from so-called
choice riders—that is, those who own cars but are willing to ride high-quality transit where it is available. These
cities have also been active in promoting transit-oriented development, building apartment buildings and office
towers within walking distance of new rail stations.
The same pattern holds true for nonmotorized infrastructure—the largest cities have made major investments
that have paid off in terms of increased usage. The most successful of these made a point to increase the
convenience of bike-sharing, provided off-street trails, and made streets more amenable to bicycling and
walking. Between government encouragement of transit, bicycling, and walking, mode shares for cars in a few
cities have even leveled off, rather than continually increasing. This has been good for air quality, although
congestion is still a problem.
Other cities have made similar investments, hoping for an economic boost, but with less success. Some ambitious
projects stalled in the last 2010s with the economic slowdown and crises in municipal finances, and are only
now being completed. Other investments were poorly made—rail systems that were hard to access on foot
from residential areas and bicycle lanes without parking enforcement that were all but impassable for cyclists.
In these cities, residents still prefer to purchase and drive cars when they have the financial means, and they
avoid other modes if they can.

Opportunities and Challenges Lie Ahead
After a few fairly rough years, China is well-positioned to enjoy continued growth, although of course not at
the same pace as before the crisis. Environmental problems continue to be a drag on the economy, and
progress toward ameliorating the more-serious problems is slow. The effects of climate change might continue
to be felt in coastal areas and represent a continuing challenge because so much of the population lives near
coastlines.
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Chapter Five
Wild-Card Scenario

Scenarios can be bounded by what is plausible, believable, or imaginable today in
order to form a cohesive story about the future. In our study, we limited ourselves
to the development of two scenarios, the Great Reset and Slowing but Growing, to
focus on the key differences in projections. But, in thinking about the future of
mobility, we do not want to miss any discontinuities that, in retrospect, might emerge
as more important. In this chapter, we present a wild-card, or low-probability, scenario.
Wild cards are designed to provoke thinking about unexpected events. These
assume that certain events have broken with expected trends to move the world in
an unanticipated direction. The underlying assumptions of this wild-card scenario
originated from comments made at the economic workshop, in which we asked the
experts what events might confound the projections they had just made.
The wild card is based on the possibility that China experiences a major debt crisis
and ensuing economic stagnation, similar to the wild card we explored in the U.S.
scenario project (Zmud, Ecola, et al., 2013).
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Debt Comes Due
The central government tried to intervene to stave off the mounting debt ratio but instead precipitated a
major financial crisis.

Overleveraging Sparked a Financial Crisis
It began with an effort to curtail lending by cities, whose indebtedness had reached USD 3 trillion by 2013
(Gough, 2013). The goal was to help deleverage the indebtedness of the economy, which had reached what
most observers believed was a truly unsustainable level. However, instead of solving the debt problem, the
government’s actions caused a full-blown financial crisis. A midsize city failed to meet a deadline for a loan
payment, and the central government stuck by its 2014 statement that it would not bail out any local
governments that could not meet their financial obligations (Qi, 2014). Observers had interpreted this more
as a warning than a firm policy, but the city missed a payment and waited to see what would transpire.
It launched a wave of loan defaults, first by firms defaulting on loans made by the shadow-banking sector.
With growth already slowing in the early 2010s, many firms were not generating enough profits to service
their debts. Many firms were forced to go out of business when they could no longer hide their losses. The
crisis revealed that many businesses had been taking out new loans to pay off old ones. Financially sound
firms had to use profits to pay for debts rather than for expansion.
Many of these shadow bank–originated loans were short term, so they were coming due. At first, it seemed
like the damage might be confined to the shadow-banking sector, but it was also revealed that, in many cases,
banks were themselves setting up shadow entities to get around reserve requirements or limitations on loan
recipients. The lack of transparency in the shadow-banking sector had been concealing interconnections between
the state banks and shadow entities. As a consequence, state-bank balance sheets were not as strong as
previously claimed.
Property values, which had already begun declining in 2014, continued falling, with two major effects. First,
middle-class homeowners were furious that their main assets had lost value, and, in some cities, this expressed
itself in the form of rancorous protests. Second, many of the shadow-banking loans were backed by property,
so the collateral no longer covered the value of the loan. Even some state banks had exposure to the property
market that was officially booked as some other type of exposure.
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Growth Is Slow
China could not grow its way out of this financial crisis in the ensuing decade. After a rocky year, marked by
political, as well as economic, tumult, China settled into a long, Japan-style period of deflation with GDP growth
hovering around 2 to 3 percent per year. Several problems contributed to this unexpectedly sluggish growth.
First, productivity remained stagnant. Chinese productivity had been slowing even as GDP grew during the 2000s
(Hoffman and Polk, 2014), in large part because lending was still targeted at state-owned enterprises at the
expense of more-dynamic firms. Productivity per worker remained low, and unemployment for young college
graduates remained high (having reached 13 percent in the mid-2010s [Purdy, Li, and Light, 2014]). Limits on foreign
investment, which restrict the percentage of foreign ownership allowed in companies on Chinese stock exchanges,
remained in place, and it was difficult for new firms to compete with entrenched state-owned enterprises.
Second, the slowdown and very slow recovery spurred protests. Protests in rural areas, predominantly over
questionable land deals, had always easily been confined geographically; this time, though, students and
unemployed young people joined them. Word spread quickly via online channels, which had become harder
to fully censor with increasing numbers of users. The focus of the protests often seemed undefined, but an
underlying theme was frustration with the shrinking of economic opportunity, with continued corruption, and
with the rich getting ever richer. The unrest spooked some foreign investors, who pulled their expatriate staff
from several cities and reduced the flow of investment dollars into new ventures until things calmed down,
which took several years.
Third, the government had less room to maneuver financially. Slow growth meant stalled revenues, and the
recent crisis constrained the ability to borrow. Weakness in the banking sector meant that the government
could not increase its own spending.
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Environmental Problems Fester
This third factor, lower public revenues, has meant that the central government has been unable to address
some of the country’s most-serious environmental problems. The main one is severe drought in the northeast.
The water table had been falling rapidly for the preceding several decades, but many had placed their faith in
the South–North Water Diversion Project. However, several planned sections were officially put on hold in 2019
because of lack of funding. In addition, extreme drought plagued the region in the early 2020s—essentially the
beginning of desertification.
This had increasingly disastrous effects on agricultural productivity. China’s already-low amount of arable
land per capita became even lower, and the country had to begin importing staple foods because the harvests
declined so dramatically. Food prices increased as a result, leaving less income for other consumer spending
and fueling additional societal unrest.
The government was also unable to address serious water quality problems. Enforcement of existing regulations
suffered as officials retired and fewer replacements were hired, so polluters had no fear of being made to pay
fines or shut down. Plans to build additional treatment plants were similarly put on hold because the original plan
had called for these to be built with borrowed funds as part of the massive infrastructure spending stimulus.

Flat-Lining Demand for Transportation Affects Some Modes More Than Others
The main effect on the transportation sector was stagnation in travel demand across all modes. Car ownership
increased slightly, with most purchases replacing aging vehicles rather than increasing the total fleet. As a result,
the economic slowdown put many of China’s 170 auto manufacturers (“Chinese Dilemma,” 2013) out of business.
At the national level, travel by car continued to grow, albeit slowly, and trends varied across cities. A handful of
cities experienced decreases in car usage because fewer people drove to work. Although gas was not particularly
expensive, some people found that riding transit was cheaper than driving and changed modes. Cities saw little
need to institute new constraints on driving and ownership given that both were falling on their own. This occurred
even as world oil prices fell; China had been a large source of demand, and oil prices fell as demand plunged.
Transit ridership remained about the same over time, although there was distinct variation between cities. For
some, the slowdown meant unemployment, so some riders who had been commuting on transit no longer
needed it. In cities that had less unemployment, ridership was up because some people sold their cars.
Bicycling and walking also gained mode share because those modes are the cheapest and were a little safer
with fewer cars on the road.
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Long-distance travel was the most affected. Although the slowdown did not prevent the annual Lunar New
Year pilgrimage to visit families—people still made those journeys, regardless of cost—fewer people were
traveling long distances because many of the migrant workers had returned to their home villages more or less
permanently when factory work dried up in the cities.
The other drivers of long-distance travel, business and tourism, were mixed. The rising middle class that had
been clamoring for new travel experiences pulled back to focus on saving, and the hotels that had been springing
up to serve them were mostly vacant. Business travel grew but at a far slower rate than previously. Few new
branch offices or factories that might have required trips to scout locations or hire staff were opening, and
real estate developers were no longer looking for new land to develop because they were already sitting on too
much unleased inventory. Many “ghost cities” remained ghostly for years.
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Chapter Six
Implications of the Scenarios

Each scenario represents a hypothetical future in which decisions that affect the
transportation system might be made. The scenarios account for both the current
state of affairs (because past trends informed the projections) and the various forces
that might shape the state of affairs in 2030. These forces, which might be more or
less likely and more or less desired, will affect mobility outcomes in the future.
As noted previously, our scenarios are descriptive and not normative. We did not
seek to define a desired mobility future and then identify the path to arrive there.
Instead, our scenario approach explored possible future developments with past
trends as a point of departure. In other words, we tried to answer “What if?” and
not “How to?” questions. These included the following:

• What if NEVs become an important element in the vehicle fleet?
• What if long-distance travel continues to grow?
• What if constraints on vehicle ownership and driving became far more widespread?
• What if auto manufacturing continues its upward trajectory and China remains
the world’s dominant car producer?
• What if economic growth falls to levels not seen in a generation?
In this chapter, we present the implications of the scenarios for transportation
decisionmaking.
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Implications for Transportation Policy
The Chinese urban and transportation landscape has changed rapidly in the past few decades, and further
changes are likely in store. Some might be continuations of past trends, but, in many cases, it would be difficult
for past trends to continue, and the country might instead see a leveling off or even a decline. The scenarios
explore several combinations of these potential patterns, as well as ways in which the policy responses at
different levels of government contribute to these patterns.
The Great Reset scenario assumes that, while economic growth slows from previous highs, growth remains
fairly strong. The economy navigates a shift from growth fueled by government investment to reliance on
consumption as the engine for growth. Car manufacturing and ownership continue to increase, even as cities
try to stem the tide with additional constraints on driving and more investments in transit and nonmotorized
modes of transport. The transportation network is built out both within and between cities, facilitating a
substantial increase in intercity travel.
The Slowing but Growing scenario is built on the assumption of lower levels of economic growth, following
a rocky transition period marked by instability. Although some past trends continue, such as expansion of
auto manufacturing, the problems are more pronounced. Investments in new infrastructure have proven less
productive than hoped because demand for intercity travel is not growing very quickly. Car ownership grows,
albeit slowly, because many people still cannot afford to purchase vehicles. Lacking revenues, cities have not
built much new infrastructure for other modes.
Analyzing the differences between the two scenarios, we can identify the key drivers that caused one path
to emerge over another. Our analysis revealed three factors as being significant in this regard: (1) economic
growth, (2) constraints on car ownership and driving, and (3) environmental conditions.

Economic Growth
Although economic growth will almost surely slow in China as it has for other fast-growing Asian countries in
the past, the question here is how much it slows and whether the transition can be managed smoothly (the
Great Reset) or is disruptive (Slowing but Growing). The central government, through its planning mechanism,
sets targets for growth, but many other factors can affect growth as well: labor shortages, corruption, declines
in export markets, consumer spending, and problems in the financial sector. So, although there is some leverage
over this factor, controlling it is by no means fully within decisionmakers’ purview.
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Constraints on Car Ownership and Driving
In contrast, constraints on car ownership and driving are largely determined by policy. Some of these are
market-based constraints; for example, the high cost of passenger cars might keep them financially out of
reach for many. The base cost of a car depends on a range of variables, but policymakers can increase the cost
by levying various types of taxes. They can and have used a mechanism seldom used in developed countries:
restrictions on the number of license plates available. Constraints on driving are similarly a combination of
market- and policy-driven factors. The price of gas can be an important determinant of driving, although, as
China moves toward more hybrid and electric vehicles, gas prices might have a lesser impact than in a country
with a predominantly gasoline-powered fleet. Road pricing (which already exists in the form of tolls) is another
policy lever to influence demand.

Environmental Conditions
Environmental conditions are more like economic growth in that a variety of factors only partially under
government control influence them. The key factor that the government can control is the adoption of—and
even more importantly, the enforcement of—environmental regulations. In the past, regulations have been
subservient to the demands of economic growth, and incentives to protect the environment have not been
well-aligned with other incentives. The financial resources of city, provincial, and the central government
to build the appropriate infrastructure (such as water treatment plants) can also influence environmental
conditions. Although both scenarios assume that comprehensive laws to address climate change will be
promulgated, there is more than one way to enact such laws. In addition, we assume that environmental
problems themselves—that is, their severity and their role in shaping public opinion—might differ between the
two scenarios.

Implications for Transportation Decisionmaking
Our two scenarios present transportation policymakers, planners, transportation suppliers, and private-sector
users of the system with the different challenges and opportunities that they might face under one scenario
versus another. This information provides a context for understanding how today’s decisions, among any of
these players, might play out in the future. In this section, we suggest two ways in which to apply and use the
scenarios in transportation decisionmaking. Depending on who is using the scenarios, different implications
for planning can be drawn.
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Identifying Leading Indicators
One of the fundamental uses of scenarios is that, if considered plausible, they can help decisionmakers anticipate
and prepare for change. The systematic, long-term view of different paths of mobility development supports
creative but focused “what-if” thinking. As an initial step toward further action and planning, monitoring key
trends in relation to each scenario is useful. Leading indicators of directions in which critical uncertainties
might go can and should be discerned now and monitored over time. We can categorize them by the relative
strength of their connection to demographic, economic, energy, or transportation supply and constraint issues.
Considering all of the influencing areas when identifying leading indicators forces the acknowledgment of
shifts in trends outside the transportation-specific domain. The purpose of this exercise is to ask, “Toward
which scenario are we moving, and with what implications?”
Specific leading indicators can be developed on the basis of the key trends set out in the scenarios, supported
by appropriate data sources that are monitored on a regular basis. For example, under the Great Reset scenario,
potential leading indicators include adoption and effective enforcement of economic reform measures, growth
in consumer spending, and gradual adoption of constraint measures on ownership and driving. Under Slowing
but Growing, leading indicators include a lack of economic reforms and continuation of unsustainable debt
growth, slowing of growth in car manufacturing, and lack of investment by non–first-tier cities in transit and
nonmotorized modes.

Determining Opportunities, Risks, and Contingencies
Because multiple scenarios force planners to consider a wider range of futures than in typical short- to mediumterm planning, scenarios serve to uncover new opportunities on the horizon and to highlight key risks. In this
way, the scenarios presented in this report can be used to influence government bodies at all levels, as well as
private firms, to consider a wider set of options within their planning process. Such planning typically begins
with the desired end state and works backward to the current status. At every stage, the planner asks, “What
must be done at the previous stage to reach this stage?” Making sense of past events and monitoring potential
future developments when working in a high-pressure environment (as transportation often is) is a challenge.
Scenarios enable planners to look at a wider set of opportunities and risks and therefore to identify a more
robust set of strategic options.
In the Chinese context, such scenarios might be especially helpful in understanding why previous plans have not
come to fruition. For example, actual NEV registrations have fallen far short of ambitious past targets for adoption.
The two scenarios presented both have optimistic targets as well, but they help explain why other factors might
influence the number of NEVs sold. Such factors as economic growth, special treatment of NEVs in the system
of licensing restraints, and the adoption of non–ownership-based motorization are all thought to have some
effect on NEV purchases. These could constitute other policy levers by which to influence NEV demand.
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From the private-sector side, scenarios also point out opportunities for new markets, such as the possibility of
more constraints on ownership and driving leading to markets for providing nonownership use of cars or the
possibility of growth in other technologies (such as driver assistance and telematics), which could suggest a
need to build more infrastructure to take advantage of these opportunities.
Finally, scenarios point to some risks based on continuing current trends. For example, there is risk in continuing
current patterns of building new apartments on the outskirts based on local governments’ need for revenues.
In the Slowing but Growing scenario, this leads to declines in property values and a financial crisis resulting
from overreliance on debt financing. Another risk is overbuilding intercity transportation infrastructure if
demand does not grow strongly; this has economic consequences (wasting money that could have been spent
more productively), as well as more-direct transportation consequences (lower-than-anticipated demand could
result in a lack of revenues to maintain the infrastructure in a state of good repair).

Utility of the Wild-Card Scenario
Too narrow a focus, on what we can imagine today, can constrain future planning, even long-term future planning.
Our scenario process, like others, followed a systematic approach of drawing out and analyzing possible future
projections on a specific set of descriptors based on past and current trends. The systematic approach provides
greater credibility to the scenarios, but it does constrain the scenarios to what might be plausible given current
conditions.
The value of the wild-card scenario is that it escapes the condition that it must be believable today, because it
represents a break in trends. Although our study identified only one such wild card, Debt Comes Due, other wild
cards should be considered. These could be either positive or negative. Positive wild cards might be based on
health technology breakthroughs that produce extreme longevity and declines in disability, rapid developments in
autonomous-vehicle technology, or successful use of geo-engineering to address the threat of climate change.
Negative wild cards could include military conflicts in Asia, a global pandemic, or destructive effects from
climate change, such as a widespread refugee crisis or a sharp decline in food production.
Planners can use wild-card scenarios in the same ways they use the more-plausible scenarios. Planners can
assume that those scenarios are possible, if unlikely, and test their policies against the possibility of such
events coming to pass. Ideally, policies would be robust; that is, they would have positive impacts regardless of
the circumstances, instead of being tailored to the likelihood of one future.
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Chapter Seven
Conclusions
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Our project sought to answer the question, “What might we expect for the future of mobility in China in
2030?” Knowing that the future of mobility is uncertain, we developed two scenarios, the Great Reset and
Slowing but Growing. These scenarios illustrate the paths that might result from the interconnected impacts
of market, policy, and consumer forces. The Great Reset describes a future in which China has successfully
steered the economy toward a more sustainable path for growth and enacted constraints on vehicle ownership
and driving to try to reduce their negative impacts; this results in a future of strong travel demand across all
modes of transportation. Slowing but Growing describes a future of lower growth, in which incomes do not
rise quickly and travel demand grows more slowly.
We applied scenario planning to this question. Scenario planning deals with opportunities and risks of complex
long-term issues, such as future mobility, instead of straight-line trend analysis or improved travel demand
forecast models. Not only are the data to support these latter approaches incomplete and evolving but the
accuracy of long-term forecasts has also long been suspect. The relationship between today’s situation and a
long-term future outcome is hardly linear. It takes a systematic process, such as scenario planning, to identify
possible, even plausible, futures and then explore the paths leading to these alternative futures.
The study identified three key drivers that caused one path to emerge over another: economic growth, constraints on driving and vehicle ownership, and environmental conditions. Of these, the most critical is economic
growth. China’s trajectory to middle-income country status and its ability to deliver a higher quality of life to
an increasing number of its residents—of which mobility is one key element—depends heavily on overall growth.
Although policy levers certainly influence economic growth, factors outside of decisionmakers’ control, as well
as constraints based on previous economic trends (such as the use of debt), could make economic growth vary
widely between scenarios.
The second key driver is constraints on driving and vehicle ownership, which are present today to a modest
degree but might play a large role in mobility in the future. If they become increasingly widespread, as we
speculate they might if growth continues and congestion and parking scarcity reach unacceptably high levels,
they could steer China toward a future in which ownership is less important than access—suggesting a major
role for car-sharing services and the technologies that enable them.
Finally, environmental conditions might play a large role in how mobility develops, through several channels.
Investments to improve environmental conditions might take resources away from transportation investments,
dire environmental problems (such as severe regional water shortages) might change the demand for longdistance travel, and policies to address the environment (such as climate-change regulations, which are anticipated
in both scenarios) might affect travel demand through increasing fuel prices and adoption of NEVs.
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What can we expect for the future of mobility in 2030? If the Great Reset scenario comes to pass, the economy
is still growing enough to provide increasing opportunities; more people can afford cars, but options exist for
NEVs and car-sharing; and the future is fairly comfortable. Travel demand soars, but the infrastructure can
absorb new travelers. On the other hand, the Slowing but Growing scenario assumes more economic instability,
lower growth into the future, and back-pedaling on reforms. Although people still travel and the domestic car
industry still grows, neither does so at the rate in the Great Reset scenario.
Our wild-card scenario, which raises the specter of a major debt crisis and ensuing economic stagnation,
points out that unexpected events—even those considered to be outliers—could have major effects on the
future of mobility. Assuming that such events are plausible and worthy of contingency planning is important
for strategic policy and planning, even though the probability of their happening is low.
By making potential long-term mobility futures more vivid, we aim to help planners and policymakers at
different levels of government and in the private sector envision what the future might bring. In this way,
they might better anticipate and prepare for change and, in the process, make better decisions now to
affect the future of mobility in China.
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Appendix A
Methodology

This appendix describes in more detail the methodology used to develop the scenarios
presented in this report. We define scenario as a plausible combination of possible
future developments. Scenarios support what-if thinking and lay the foundation
for alternative strategies to reduce uncertainties in mid- and long-term planning
(Gausemeier, Fink, and Schlake, 1998; Lempert, Popper, and Bankes, 2003; Mietzner
and Reger, 2005). Scenario planning is distinguished from forecasting in that
scenario planning produces multiple potential futures, as illustrated in Figure A.1.
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Scenarios can be developed using several approaches (Mietzner and Reger, 2005). Early scenario-planning
techniques focused on the solely qualitative and narrative description of different futures and mostly used
intuitive approaches to arrive at these pictures and strategic statements (Kahn and Pepper, 1979). Over the
years, different process steps were strengthened and formalized to address the complexity of strategic issues.
Consistency analyses began to be used to measure scenario quality and relevance. Results were documented
in narratives with statements relating to key indicators. Today, scenarios are developed with more-quantitative
approaches that rely on multiple model runs and computer tools, which enhance the ability to cope with system complexity and make the resulting scenarios less arbitrary (see, for example, Gordon and Hayward, 1968;
Kane, 1972; Gausemeier, Fink, and Schlake, 1998; Lempert, Popper, and Bankes, 2003; Bryant and Lempert,
2010; Rozenberg et al., 2012; Schweizer and Kriegler, 2012; Gerst, Wang, and Borsuk, 2013). Our methodological
approach (outlined in Chapter One and presented in more detail here) is representative of a more quantitative
approach to scenario development.
In the rest of this appendix, we describe each of the six steps of the scenario approach in detail.

Step 1: Select Influencing Areas
In the first step, the team identified influencing areas and descriptors relevant to building the scenarios.
Influencing areas are topics germane to the scenario context. The team drew on past work on German and U.S.
transportation futures, as well as additional background research on China, to identify four influencing areas:
demographics, economics, energy, and transportation supply and constraints. Next, we identified descriptors
within each influencing area; these were also based on prior research of the study team. We define descriptors
as indicators within an influencing area; they can be quantitative or qualitative.
For each influencing area, RAND experts produced a paper documenting past trends for each descriptor over
a period of 20 years, or, if data were unavailable, discussing the descriptors anecdotally. (Chapter Two presents
a summary of past trends.)
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Step 2: Elicit Projections on Descriptors
We held four workshops, one for each influencing area. We held workshops on demographics and on economics
in the RAND Washington office in December 2013. We held workshops on energy and on transportation supply
and constraints at the Wenjin Hotel near the campus of Tsinghua University in Beijing in May 2014. Six to eight outside
experts participated in each workshop, for a total of 28 people (see Appendix B for a list of the U.S. experts and the
affiliations of the Chinese experts). In a facilitated discussion (held in English at the U.S. workshops and in
Chinese at the Beijing workshops), we asked the experts to develop a projection for each descriptor in 2030.
The projection could be qualitative or quantitative. Each expert estimated his or her upper- and lower-bound
projection, followed by his or her best estimate. We asked each expert to provide reasons that a certain projection
might be plausible and under what conditions. We also asked each to discuss any qualitative effect on travel
behavior and mode choice.
Table A.1 shows all 24 descriptors and 47 projections developed during the four workshops. For some descriptors,
the experts agreed on a single projection. For example, the demographic experts agreed that urbanization would
reach 70 percent in 2030. For other descriptors, participants produced multiple projections. In some cases, this
was because opinions varied; in others, it was because the experts agreed that the future value of the descriptor
would vary depending on other factors. For example, labor-force participation might rise if retirement ages increase
or if wages decline, or remain the same as today if relaxation of the one-child policy leads to more parents staying
home with children. The experts determined how many projections to produce for each descriptor.

Table A.1. Influencing Areas, Descriptors, and Projections

	Descriptor

Projection

Influencing area: Demographics
1.1

Total population

(a) 1.39 billion (0.18% per year)
(b) 1.44 billion (0.34% per year)

1.2

Geographic distribution of
population

41% of the population lives in the eastern region

1.3

Urbanization

70% of the population lives in urban areas

1.4

Commute distance

(a) Has increased slightly
(b) Has increased significantly

1.5

Household type

(a) The percentage of the population living in family households has
increased slightly
(b) The percentage of the population living in family households has
decreased slightly
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Table A.1. Influencing Areas, Descriptors, and Projections — Continued

	Descriptor

Projection

Influencing area: Economy
2.1

Economic growth

(a) 2–3% average annual growth
(b) 6–7% average annual growth

2.2

Share of the economy in the
eastern region

(a) 43% (similar to current)
(b) 50%

2.3

Income distribution

(a) Has decreased (Palma ratio of 1)
(b) Remained equal (Palma ratio of 2)
(c) Has increased (Palma ratio of 2.5)

2.4

Labor-force participation

(a) 76% of the adult population
(b) 80% of the adult population

2.5

Domestic vehicle production

(a) 120 total vehicles per CNY 100 million of GDP (same as current)
(b) 240 total vehicles per CNY 100 million of GDP

2.6.

Percentage of GDP spent on
transportation infrastructure

(a) 2%
(b) 4% (same as current)

Influencing area: Energy
3.1

Oil price

(a) USD 100 per barrel (price in 2012 U.S. dollars)
(b) USD 150 per barrel (price in 2012 U.S. dollars)

3.2

Oil consumption

(a) 70% of oil consumed is imported
(b) 60% of oil consumed is imported

3.3

Introduction of effective GHG
emission–reduction systems

National carbon market is in place by 2020

3.4

Adoption of electric and
hybrid passenger cars

(a) 20% of the total fleet is electric and hybrid passenger vehicles
(b) 30% of the total fleet is electric and hybrid passenger vehicles

3.5

Adoption of E-2Ws

(a) 10% annual increase until 2030
(b) 5% annual increase until 2030
(c) 2% annual increase until 2030
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Table A.1. Influencing Areas, Descriptors, and Projections — Continued

	Descriptor

Projection

Influencing area: Transportation supply and constraints
4.1

Constraints on driving

(a) Have barely changed; no further constraints
(b) Have been introduced in second- and third-tier cities

4.2

Constraints on vehicle
ownership

(a) Have barely changed; no further constraints
(b) Have been introduced in second- and third-tier cities

4.3

Convenience of public transit

(a) Convenience has increased significantly; customized transit systems
for different tiers of cities
(b) Convenience has increased moderately, mainly for tier 1 cities

4.4

Convenience of interurban rail

(a) Moderate growth
(b) Strong growth

4.5

Demand for domestic
air travel

(a) Moderate growth
(b) Strong growth

4.6

Parking management in
urban areas

(a) Parking has remained a major issue
(b) The parking situation has improved slightly

4.7

Convenience of taxis and
car-sharing

Black taxis have been legalized, and car-sharing systems have been introduced slowly

4.8

Infrastructure for
nonmotorized transportation

(a) Has increased only slightly
(b) Has increased significantly

Step 3: Integrate into Scenario Frameworks
We performed two types of analysis to develop the input to the scenarios. First, we conducted a cross-impact
analysis between the descriptors across all influencing areas. This supported the identification of the key drivers
in the system (see Gausemeier, Fink, and Schlake, 1998, for a further description of this type of analysis). We
recorded the impacts that the different descriptors have on each other in a cross-impact matrix (or influence
matrix) using a scale from 0 (no impact) to 3 (strong impact). For example, we determined that the total
population has a strong influence on urbanization, so that relationship would be rated 3, while total population
has no effect on the convenience of public transit, so that was rated 0. This exercise establishes the degree of
interconnectedness among the descriptors.
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High

The outcome of this analysis is the system diagram illustrated in Figure A.2. The higher the activity index of a
descriptor, the more it influences other descriptors. For example, urbanization and economic growth affected
a large number of other descriptors, so they are highly active. The higher the passivity index, the more other
descriptors drive that descriptor. Many other descriptors affect oil consumption, so it is considered highly
passive. A descriptor with both a high activity index and a high passivity index is strongly interconnected in the
system, being driver and driven at the same time. This analysis was the basis for identifying some descriptors
as key drivers.

Urbanization
Economic growth

Activity index

Introduction of effective GHG emission-reduction systems

Total population
Constraints on driving
Constraints on vehicle ownership

Low

Oil consumption

Low					

Passivity index			

Figure A.2. System Dynamics as an Outcome of the Cross-Impact Analysis
NOTE: Numbers are cross-referenced to Table A.1.

High
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The second type of analysis is based on consistency logic, which establishes consistency (or lack thereof) among
projections across all descriptors. Consistency here means how well the projection of a particular row and
column would “fit” and how realistic it would be for both of them to appear simultaneously. The matrix entry
is a numerical value that represents the level of consistency, with 5 being totally consistent and 1 being totally
inconsistent. We created a consistency matrix created using all projections for each descriptor (see extract in
Figure A.3). We judged how consistent or compatible a projection in a row is with the projections in each column.
For example, strong growth in demand for air travel was deemed consistent with the lower price of oil because
demand is affected by price and higher oil prices mean more-expensive airfares. On the other hand, the experts
deemed increasing concentration of economic output in the eastern region inconsistent with a decrease in income
inequality because this region is already wealthier than the rest of the country, and greater concentration of
economic activity in one region is likely to lead to a concentration of wealth as well.
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Figure A.3. Extract from the Consistency Matrix, Including Projection Pairs
NOTE: This analysis compares each pair of projections to determine whether they are consistent.
We need to compare each pair only once, so the shaded cells are not used.

4% (same as current)

USD 150 per barrel (real price in 2014)

Oil price

Percentage of GDP spent on
transportation infrastructure

3

1

2%

3

2

240 total vehicles per 100 million CNY

3

4

120 total vehicles per 100 million
CNY (same as current)

Percentage of GDP spent 2%
on transportation
infrastructure
4% (same as current)

Oil consumption

Domestic vehicle production

3

80% of the adult population

Oil price

120 total vehicles per 100 million CNY
(same as current)

3

Labor-force participation 76% of the adult population

3

80% of the adult population

3

Has increased

Domestic vehicle
production

Labor-force participation

3

Remained equal

76% of the adult population

3

Has decreased

Remained equal

USD 100 per barrel (real price in 2014)

Income distribution

50%

3

50%

43% (similar to current)

5

43% (similar to current)

6-7% average annual growth

2

4-5% average annual growth

1

USD 100 per barrel
(real price in 2014)

2-3% average annual growth
Share of the economy in
the eastern region

Income distribution		

Economic growth

Share of the economy in the
eastern region
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Rating scale
1 = Totally inconsistent
2 = Partially inconsistent
3 = Neutral or independent
4 = Consistent
5 = Strongly consistent
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The consistency matrix was then fed into an online tool, the RAHS platform.1 RAHS is a prototype of a
web-based foresight platform that the Future Analysis Branch of the German Federal Ministry of Defence
developed and funded to enhance external cooperation with industrial and scientific partners and thus to
strengthen the methodological fundamentals of its own foresight work. Instead of providing a single software
solution only for scenario development, it supports foresight projects with a variety of alternative foresight
methods within a web-based online environment (Brockmann, 2012; Durst, Kolonko, and Durst, 2012). RAHS
was designed based on a comprehensive scanning of internationally applied foresight methods and tools,
including the Z_punkt Foresight-Toolbox, the Joint Research Centre (JRC) FOR-LEARN Online Foresight Guide,
the Foresight Horizon Scanning Centre (HSC) toolkit, the European Union (EU) research project iKnow, and
compilations of future research methodologies in the Millennium Project by Glenn and Gordon (2009) and
Pillkahn (2007).
For this project, ifmo researchers led the use of RAHS to analyze millions of mathematically possible pairs of
projections for the descriptors across all influencing areas and to eliminate the pairs deemed inconsistent in
the consistency analysis that preceded this step. The exploratory scenario-construction toolbox in RAHS isolated
clusters made up of homogeneous groups of descriptors and projections based on the consistency-analysis
results. (More details on the application of consistency logic and cluster analysis implemented in the RAHS
platform can be found in Gausemeier, Fink, and Schlake, 1998).
The RAHS output (see Table A.2) enabled the experts to identify scenarios that differ as widely as possible
from each other. Of the four clusters produced, numbered 1 through 4 in Table A.2, the research team selected
two to develop further. Clusters 1, 2, and 3 were similar across many descriptors, so first the team decided that
only one of the three should be carried forward. Cluster 4 was included specifically because it varied so greatly
from the other three. For example, cluster 4 had a lower average GDP growth rate. We thought it was important
to include different growth rates because, at this stage of development, economic growth is generally an
important, though hardly the only, determinant of mobility. The research team finally chose cluster 2 because
its projections for total population, share of the economy in the eastern region, and domestic vehicle production
differed from those in cluster 4.

1

Although this platform is accessible online, it is only in German and requires a password to view.
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Table A.2. Share of Projections Within Each Cluster

Descriptor

Projection						

Cluster
1

2

3

4

1.39 billion (0.18% per year)

100

0

100

100

1.44 billion (0.34% per year)

0

100

0

0

Geographic distribution of population

41% of the population lives in the eastern region

100

100

100

100

Urbanization

70% of the population lives in urban areas

100

100

100

100

Commute distance

Has increased slightly

60

87

87

0

Has increased significantly

40

13

13

100

The percentage of the population living in family
households has increased slightly

10

0

0

100

The percentage of the population living in family
households has decreased slightly

90

100

100

0

2–3% average annual growth

0

0

0

0

4–5% average annual growth

0

0

0

100

6–7% average annual growth

100

100

100

0

100

4

23

100

0

96

77

0

Has decreased

0

4

0

0

Has remained equal

5

0

3

33

Has increased

95

96

97

67

Labor-force
participation

76% of the adult population

100

7

19

100

80% of the adult population

0

94

81

0

Domestic vehicle
production

120 total vehicles per CNY 100 million of GDP (same as current)

100

41

100

100

240 total vehicles per CNY 100 million of GDP

0

59

0

0

Percentage of GDP
spent on transportation infrastructure

2%

0

4

0

100

4% (same as current)

100

96

100

0

Oil price

USD 100 per barrel (real price in 2014)

0

0

0

100

USD 150 per barrel (real price in 2014)

100

100

100

0

70% of oil consumed is imported

0

0

0

100

60% of oil consumed is imported

100

100

100

0

Total population

Household type

Economic growth

Share of the economy 43% (similar to current)
in the eastern region
50%
Income distribution

Oil consumption
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Table A.2. Share of Projections Within Each Cluster — Continued

Descriptor

Projection						

Cluster
1

2

3

4

100

100

100

100

15

13

13

100

85

87

87

0

10% annual increase until 2030

75

100

100

0

5% annual increase until 2030

10

0

0

0

2% annual increase until 2030

15

0

0

100

10

13

13

100

Have been introduced in second- and third-tier cities

90

87

87

0

Constraints on
vehicle ownership

Have barely changed; no further constraints

10

13

13

100

Have been introduced in second- and third-tier cities

90

87

87

0

Convenience of
public transit

Has increased strongly; customized transit systems for
different tiers of cities

80

87

90

0

Has increased moderately but mainly for tier 1 cities

20

13

10

100

Moderate growth

100

33

74

100

Strong growth

0

67

26

0

100

33

74

100

0

67

26

0

Introduction of effective GHG emission–
reduction systems

National carbon market is in place by 2020

Adoption of electric
20% of the total fleet is electric and hybrid passenger
and hybrid passenger vehicles
cars
30% of the total fleet is electric and hybrid passenger
vehicles
Adoption of E-2Ws

Constraints on driving Have barely changed; no further constraints

Convenience of
interurban rail

Demand for domestic Moderate growth
air travel
Strong growth
Parking management
in urban areas

Parking has remained a major issue

85

87

87

33

The parking situation has slightly improved

15

13

13

67

Convenience of taxis
and car-sharing

Black taxis have been legalized, and car-sharing systems
have been introduced slowly

100

100

100

100

Infrastructure for
nonmotorized transportation

Has increased only slightly

10

0

0

100

Has increased significantly

90

100

100

0
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Step 4: Produce Scenario Narratives
Using the two selected scenario frameworks, the research team wrote a narrative for each scenario. We
developed the storylines by interlinking active and passive descriptors. We highlighted and interpreted key
developments and interrelations. Thus, the scenarios describe not only the situation in 2030 but also how a
situation developed step by step during that time frame. The scenarios represent a dynamic path, starting
today and continuing to 2030. Using standard convention, we wrote all narratives from the vantage point
of 2030.

Step 5: Draw Consequences for Future Mobility
This step generally consists of developing future estimates of mobility based empirically on past trends and
ratings of directional influence (that is, whether a projection would encourage higher or lower use of a mode),
as well as the strength of the influence in each scenario on travel. However, the lack of reliable Chinese data on
personal travel at the national level made conducting this type of exercise difficult because it cannot be based
on past trends. As such, we instead discussed changes in travel demand in a more qualitative manner (e.g.,
strong increase versus moderate increase). We also wove in more broadly some thoughts about the prevalence
of new technologies (such as advanced driver-assistance systems) and new access models (such as car-sharing)
based on other drivers in each scenario.

Step 6: Create Wild-Card Scenario
In scenario development, wild cards are highly unlikely but possible events that have a major impact on the
future. They are disruptive and surprising, and they undermine the trends or developments presented in a
scenario. During the workshops, we asked the experts to think about which wild cards would have a strong and
sustained impact on future mobility in China. We determined that, given the importance of economic growth,
we would include a wild card in which China falls into a period of sustained weak growth, which would represent
a very different future.
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Appendix B
List of Experts

Table B.1 lists the outside experts who participated in each workshop, as well as each
expert’s professional affiliations at the time the workshop took place. (The table
does not include RAND and ifmo staff who were also present.) We held two expert
workshops in the RAND Washington office in Arlington, Virginia, and two in Beijing.
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Table B.1. Expert Workshop Participants

Workshop and Date		

Expert

Affiliation
		

Demographics, December 5,

Judith Banister

Javelin Investments

2013, Arlington, Virginia

Christopher Cherry

University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Cindy Fan

University of California, Los Angeles

Peilei Fan

Michigan State University

Abhas Jha

World Bank

Ziqi Song

Utah State University

Loraine West

U.S. Census Bureau

Economics, December 10, 2013,

Patrick Chovanec

Silvercrest Asset Management Group

Arlington, Virginia

Damien Ma

Paulson Institute

Paul Marks

Argosy International

Stephen Markscheid

Independent director

Samm Sacks

Eurasia Group

Zhirong “Jerry” Zhao

University of Minnesota

Energy, May 28, 2014, Beijing

China Automotive Energy Research Center, Tsinghua University
(two experts)
Institute of Low-Carbon Economy, Tsinghua University
Department of Automotive Engineering, Tsinghua University
Economics and Technology Research Institute, China National
Petroleum Corporation
Beijing Bright Future Auto-Industry Consulting
Southwest Jiaotong University

Transportation supply and
constraints, May 30, 2014,
Beijing

China Automotive Energy Research Center, Tsinghua University
(two experts)
Department of Automotive Engineering, Tsinghua University
Shanghai City Comprehensive Transportation Planning Institute
Beijing Jiaotong University
China Academy of Railway Sciences
Chinese Academy of Civil Aviation Science and Technology
Beijing Bright Future Auto-Industry Consulting
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